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Community Contribution Commendation
Rollins Vice President George Herbst named
Citizen of the Year in recognition of his
contributions to the city of Winter Park.
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Supreme Court Shenanigans
Opinions introduces its theme section
by looking at the U.S. Supreme Court,
from confirmations to decisions.
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Hong Kong Happenings
Life and Times Abroad sends
the sights and sounds of
Hong Kong home.
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How the Rollins Grinch 5to\e
by Rochelle Siegel
the sandspur

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION / DANI PICARD

If you opened u p your
Rollins College email account on January 9, 2006
w o u l d have received a message from Cat McConnell
entitled "THEFT O n Campus." Sometime during the
winter holiday a n u m b e r of
thefts took place on campus,
all from the Greek houses.
Imagine coming back to
campus after a long holiday
and as y o u are unpacking
you notice that some of your
things you left behind in
your room are missing. The
first thing you do is check
the window, b u t it is locked,
a n d you remember that the
door was locked w h e n you
left for break and it was still
locked w h e n you came back
so h o w could this have h a p pened?
According to burglarized students their rooms
were secured w h e n they left
and returned from break,
"our doors were locked
w h e n w e left for break, and
locked w h e n we returned
from break," commented Cat

McConnell. There were also
no signs of forced entry, so it
would appear as though the
thefts were committed by
someone w h o has access to
the residential halls.
The Director of C a m p u s
Security, Ken Miller, seems
to believe that the thefts
were committed by someone
with either R-Card, INTELLIKEY, or hard key access to
the buildings. Safety precautions were taken right
away. All exterior doors
have been re-keyed as of Friday, January 20, 2006 and
now there is only one master
key to each building and
Ken Miller holds that key.
It is unfortunate that
theft occurs in our residence
halls, b u t according to a
campus wide email sent out
by Miller "The College takes
these illegal activities seriously and a very aggressive
investigation is currently underway. We take pride in the
fact that Rollins College is a
safe environment to learn
and work in."
There is a joint investigation being conducted by the
Rollins College Campus
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Cornell Art Museum Reopens to Public
by Rochelle Siegel
the sandspur
Nearly doubled in size
the Cornell Fine Arts Museum reopened its doors to the
public on January 20, 2006.
Located just north of Orlando on the beautiful Rollins
College campus in Winter
Park, the m u s e u m is k n o w n
as one of America's finest
college art m u s e u m s a n d
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h o m e to Florida's oldest and
most distinguished collections of art.
Rollins College's art collection began in 1896, and in
1941 the Morse Art Gallery
of Art o p e n e d w h e n Jeannette Morse Genius, resident
of Winter Park and Rollins
trustee,
donated
funds.
About 20 percent of the original building still remains,
which makes it the oldest art
m u s e u m in continuous use
in Florida.
In 1941 the m u s e u m j v a s
no where near as spectacular
as it is today. Then, it was
just an ordinary building situ a t e d on the shores of Lake
Virginia, b u t after an 18

m o n t h renovation in 2005, it
has been transformed into a
spacious and beautiful architectural
building
with
panoramic views of the lake.
It was in 1978, after a donation from the Cornell family, that the gallery became
the Cornell Fine Arts Museum. George and Harriet Cornell contributed more than
one million dollars to construct a fine arts complex.
Since then the Cornell Fine
Art M u s e u m has become
recognized by the American
Association of Museums.
Although the m u s e u m ' s
lack of space was among one
of its biggest enemies, the
building itself was begin-
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PICTURE PERFECT: The new and improved Cornell Fine Arts
Museum pictured at night on the Rollins campus.
ning to show its age. The sparred constantly, which
leaky roof n e e d e d to be m a d e it very h a r d to control
patched and the dual air- h u m i d i t y and temperature
conditioning
systems
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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WORLD
NEWS C
Nairobi, Kenya
Building in Nairobi, Kenya
collapes killing seven and
injuring seventy. Many responded and pulled survivors free with their best efforts.
Montenegro
Passenger train in Montenegro jumped tracks into a
"rock-strewn ravine," Monday, according to MSN officials. Many are thought and
feared to be dead.

Iran
Bomb killed six people and
wounded more than 30 others in Ahvaz, a southwestern city with a history of violence involving members
of Iran's Arab minority. The
bombs exploded outside a
band and a state environmental agecy building.
Canada
Canadian Prime Ministerelect Stephen Harper has
pledged to carry out his
campaign promises quickly
to cut taxes, get tough on
crime and repair stained ties
with Washington after his
part won the election

China
China's president, Hu Jintao,
is making his first official
U.S. visit. He hopes to improve communitcation with
Washington.

NATIONAL

NEWSI*
Washinton D.C.
President Bush deies accusations against him fro breaking the law by eavesdropping without an official warrant. February 6 marks the
opening hearing of this issue
in Congress.
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California
A fire in California could
have threatened a community in Los Angeles early in
the week due to high gusts
of wind. Residents of the
community were evacuated
to safety, however, a warning remains for local residents.
Walt Disney
Walt Disney recently announed that the company is
buying Pixar. Steve Jobs,
also the head of Apple, is
merging with the new Disney CEO Robert Iger. The
merge is worth $7.4 billion.

Philadelphia, Penn.
In Philadelphia, four teens
were arrested on attempted
murder charges after they
beat up a man who was chosen at random, videotaping
the planning and the attack.
Germantown, Maryland
In Germantown, Maryland,
a 7 year old girl was shot in
the arm at a daycare center
Tuesday after an 8 year old
classmate brought in one of
his father's guns and it accidently went off. The father
was arrested for gun offenses. The boy was also
charged.

Viewing the Art in Style Theft at Rollins
CONTINUEDTROM PAGE 1

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

which can speed the deterioration of art. Something had
to be done.
After a $4.5 million renovation the museum can now
hold more pieces of art than
it ever had been able to hold
before: 6,000 pieces to be
exact.
There are now three new
display galleries which give
the museum a grand total of
six galleries, a print study
room, and an educational
gallery. The works of art featured within the museum
walls include some works of
the
Renaissance
and
Baroque periods to examples
of 20th century art, including
European and American
paintings, sculptures and
decorative arts.
Director of the museum,
Arthur Blumenthal, has said,
"While we have lots more
space, the Cornell hopefully
will retain that special, intimate character that students
and visitors lovea."
One gallery will be
specifically geared for visiting school field trips and
community events. The
Siemens Foundation Print
Study Room is a one-of-akind in Florida and will be
available for museum staff,
scholars, students, and the
public to conduct detailed
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ADMIRING THE ART: Students flocked to the new Cornell Art
Museum to see a variety of art.
studies of the works housed started small but it is now
in the museum's extensive bigger and better than ever
collection of prints and especially in the technologidrawing or works in storage. cal department. A sophisti"The building was de- cated air-conditioning syssigned with students in tem filters out mold and
mind. This is their Museum, dust, data ports in the floors
first and foremost," said of each gallery will allow
students using laptop comArthur Blumenthal.
The educational out- puters to connect to the colreach program is headed by lege's Intranet to study other
Rebecca Savill, who was works in the museum and
named "Art Museum Educa- state-of-the-art light fixtures
tor of the Year" by the Flori- spotlight paintings and
da Art Education Associa- sculptures.
tion in 1997.
Take the time to visit the
The program offers vari- Cornell Fine Art Museum
ous opportunities to com- throughout the year for a
munity schools and organi- wide range of exhibitions
zations, including collection designed to show off a good
and exhibition tours, lec- deal of the museum's collectures and family day events. tion of art ranging from EuCollegiate programs as well ropean art dating to the 14th
as student and teacher work- century to the Civil War enshops will also be offered gravings of Winslow Homer.
throughout the school year.
Arthur Blumenthal has
The museum may have even said that "If you've
been to the Cornell Fine Arts
Museum before the new
building, you haven't been
to the Cornell Fine Arts Museum."
Admission is only $5
Tuesday to Saturday for
adults and there is no charge
for Cornell Fine Art Museum
members, or Rollins College
Faculty, Staff and all Students with a current ID. For
assistance or more information call 407-646-2526.
JESSICA COMBS / The Sandspur

THE MANY FACES OF ART: Student spends time studying
the art in the new Cornell Art Museum.

Security Department and
Winter Park Police Department in order to address the
problem as quickly as possible. When the incidents
were first reported Campus
Security jumped right in. "It
was like throwing down a
1000 piece jigsaw puzzle at
the start of the investigation," said Miller.
If you walk into Ken
Miller's office you will see
stacks of papers sitting on
his desk, each paper has a
list of students and faculty
who had access into each
residential building. After
going through each name
one by one and checking RCard swipes or the use of the
INTELLIKEY the suspect list
was finally narrowed down
to 10 people. Campus Security has checked out Pawn
Shops and Ebay in search of
the stolen items in hopes of a
lead. They are committed to
helping the students and
finding the person who did
this. The investigation is still
ongoing.
All information gathered
within the first week was
handled by Campus Security and then all evidence was
handed over to the Winter
Park Police Department, but
our Campus Security Department did most of the
work. Ken Miller even still
has the list of items stolen
and out of which rooms they
were stolen from on his dryerase board.
And as I
glanced over at the board I
noticed the items stolen were
not little things like a book
or a hairbrush, they were expensive things like DVD
players, purses, laptops,
iPods, and jewelry. Even Cat
said, "It seems like the
thieves had good taste, they
only went for certain designer labels and high quality
electronic equipment."

After in-depth investigation Miller believes that this
was mainly a "crime of opportunity." It was a time
when there were no student
on campus and the thefts
took place in Greek housing
building possibly because
they are "smaller and quicker to get in and out of," believes Miller and Cat McConnell.
Campus Security Wants
all students to feel safe on
campus and know that if
something id ever wrong
they can count on Campus
Safety to help. Ken Miller
believes that it is students
who play a role in making
the campus a safe place to
be.
Several safety precautions have been discussed
and it is possible that in the
near future cameras may be
installed around he campus.
Campus Security would also
like to give students the option of locking up some of
their valuable things in a
lock box when they leave to
go home.
It is important to always
keep your doors locked and
it is important to remember
that if you ever see anything
suspicious taking place it is
important to report it to
Campus Security. And although it may seem like
more criminal related events
are taking place on campus
things* are not what they
seem, in fact the actual number of criminal incidents is
lower than before.
The Rollins College President Lewis Duncan, along
with Rollins Campus Security and Rollins SGA President
Cat McConnell are working
together diligently to make
sure this does not happen
again. For more information,
please contact Campus Security or Kenneth Miller at
(407)
646-2002
or
kmiller@rollins.edu.
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Herbst Takes the Gold
• Herbst wins the
Winter Park
Chamber of Commerce Citizen of
the Year award.
by Nicole Fluet
the sandspur

George H. Herbst, Vice
President and Treasurer of
Business and Finance of
Rollins College, was recently
awarded the Winter Park
Citizen of the Year from the
Winter Park Chamber of
Commerce.
Herbst says the award is
a "great honor" and humbly
wishes that the two hundred
other people working with
him could have gotten the
award as well.
The award was presented to Herbst at the Annual
Chamber of Commerce
Awards Celebration, which
was titled: "A Cut Above the
Rest."
Herbst is a devoted
member of the Chamber of
Commerce and also to his
community. He was once a
Chairman of the Winter Park
Chamber of Commerce and

is currently the Chair of the
Building Committee of the
Chamber.
Aside from being an active member in the Chamber
of Commerce, Herbst has
also given avidly to the community by supporting and
organizing the building and
design of the Suntrust Plaza,
along with the parking
garage used by many of the
Rollins students and faculty.
According to Herbst, his
next plan is to build a Winter
Park Visitor's Center.
Herbst says this award is
not just for him, but for the
Rollins community as well.
"Rollins is interconnected
with the city," says Herbst.
He has been serving the
Rollins community as the
Vice President and Treasurer
since February of 1996.
Rollins College is lucky to
have such a dedicated and
enthusiastic
individual
working toward a better college and a better community.
The Winter Park Citizen
of the Year award was established in 1985 and is considered to be a very prestigious
award among the Winter
Park community. Past win-

ners of the Winter Park Citizen of the Year award include John Meyer Tiedtke in
1994, Kenneth H. Kraft, Jr. in
2002, and Lt. Governor Toni
Jennings in 2003. Herbst has
now joined a long list of active and generous individuals who have dedicated their
lives to serving their community day in and day out.
According to the Chamber of Commerce, their mission is to " develop, promote,
and sustain a vital, thriving
business climate throughout
the community and to initiate support and enhance the
civic, educational, economical well-being of the area"
and gives their members the
opportunity to network
throughout the community.
There are over 1,600 members of the Chamber in
which interact with each
other and their community
regularly.
According to the Winter
Park webpage:" Committees
provide opportunities for
you and your business to become actively involved in
the Chamber and the community. These groups mold
the future of our area, share

^»h
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BUILDING A BETTER COMMUNITY: George Herbst stands
proudly in front of the SunTrust Plaza sign.

vital information and help
build strong relationships.
Active involvement in a
chamber committee is a
valuable and profitable time
investment for you and your
staff."
Many generous organizations and companies such
as the International Diamond Center and Pinnacle
Award & Promotions sponsored the Annual Chamber

of Commerce Awards Celebration this year.
For more information on
the Winter Park Chamber of
Commerce, visit the Winter
Park
webpage
at:
http://www.winterpark.org
or for more information on
the event, contact Kevin
Coulthart, Director of Events
for the Winter Park Chamber
of Commerce, at (407) 6448281.

2006 R-Journalists Open Up
by Kelly McNoldy
the sandspur

Last year Rollins College
began a pilot program called
R-journals. For these journals published on the Rollins
website, five
first-year
Rollins students had to post
entries each highlighting
their lives at Rollins. Now
the journals are in their second year, but this time they
have been opened up to upperclassmen as well.
R-journals are not blogs
and they are not the typical
English essay either. "Our
journals have to be at least
500 words," said Sophomore
Erica Tibbetts, who is in her
second year as an R-journalist. "They're more formal
than a blog but less formal
than a paper. I always write
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STEVE MILLER: Class of
2009 from Ohio.

COURTESY OF ROLLINS PR DEPARTMENT

MARIA PETRAKOS: Class
of 2007 from Florida,
mine like I'm talking to
somebody."

The general consensus
amongst the R-journalists is
that R-journals are a great
way for a prospective student to see college life first
hand without jumping into
it. "They're beneficial because for the first time students and parents can find
out what college is like from
a student's perspective," said
Junior Maria Petrakos.
"They're great because
accepted students can get a
different view on Rollins
than what the administration says and from a variety
of people," said Tibbetts.
Nayelah Sultan, a firstyear student, is excited about
being able to record her first
year at Rollins. "It's going to
be great to look back 10
years from now and look at

the fact that I was able to
document my first year at
Rollins," said Sultan.
R-journalists have to
write 12 entries this semester
with at least three pictures in
each entry, exposing their
lives at Rollins. "Some journals are honest and amusing
to read and others are 'Oh
my god I have to write an Rjournal' and others are all
'Happy Rollins,'" said Tibbetts,
The best part, however,
are the benefits of being an

COURTESY OF ROLLINS PR DEPARTMENT

SETH STUTMAN: Class of
2008.

R-journalist. "Four hundred
dollars and a digital camera,
enough said," said Tibbetts.
"The best part of being
an R-journalist is hands
down we get a digital camera that we get to keep at the
end of the semester," said Petrakos.

COURTESY OF ROLLINS PR DEPARTMENT

NAYELAH SULTAN: Class of
2009 from Florida.

"It helps me improve my
writing," said Sultan. "Plus
the stipend and the digital
camera were a nice perk
too."
Despite the fact that their
pictures and lives are going
to be posted on the internet
for the entire world to see,
the R-journalists are not
scared of it. "With it being a
school thing, I don't mind
too much," said Petrakos.
"Part of it is supposed to be
more personal but with this
I'm still a little nervous but
because it's through school, I
don't mind."
"I don't mind," said Sultan. "In fact, if I had known
something like this existed
when I was choosing which
college to go to, I could have
made a choice more suited to
my needs."
Despite the idea that R-

journals is just another way
to promote Rollins, Tibbetts
feels that she is pretty honest. "I try to be honest," said
Tibbetts. "I call out the cafeteria when it's bad and I call
out the party animals too.
I'm honest while still knowing that I have to be diplomatic."
A campus wide email
was sent out to recruit for Rjournalists late last semester.
"I saw an email advertising it
and I wrote an essay to
apply," said Petrakos. "I got
an interview and a week
later I got an email saying
'Congratulations, you're an
R-journalist.'"
Other R-journalists include freshman Steve Miller
and Seth Stutman. R-journals can be seen at the
Rollins webpage.

COURTESY OF ROLLINS PR DEPARTMENT

ERICA TIBBETTS: Class of
2008 from Hawaii.
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Dr. Bomstem Appointed to Academic ~\ask Forc
by J a m i F u r o
the sandspur

Dr. Rita Bornstein, the
13th president of Rollins
College, has been asked to
become a part of a task
force that will investigate
the contemporary academic
presidency as a
means
of
strengthening the
position.
The
study is being
conducted by the
Association
of
Governing
Boards (AGB) of
Universities and
Colleges,
and
AGB asked Dr.
Bornstein directly to be a part of
the team to explore this matter.
The task force
is made up of 16
university
and
college
presidents-some active and some retired-as well as
trustees and policy leaders in
higher education.
They will address
rViallpno-pc

in

From this point on, the
members of the task force
will look at data gathered
from various sources in
order to come to a conclusion on the matter. They
will look at the "life-cycle"
of the college presidency as
a whole in order to find

COURTESY OF THE ROLLINS

cnanenges,
i n S M | L | N G S WEET: Rita Bornstein, the Rollins
leadership w i t h i n fo|Tner p r e s i d e n t ; p o s e s for a p i c t u r e >
the h i g h e r educa-

tion environment and the
changing
expectations
within that environment.
The project began last
month in Washington, D.C.,
with a two-day conference.

ways to strengthen it, as
well as examining current
research on the presidency
in the context of contemporary global and domestic issues.

"The goal over the next
18 months is to explore with
trustees and presidents a
variety of issues bearing on
how the presidency is
evolving in an increasingly
competitive global environment, what challenges lie
ahead, and how governing
boards can select and sustain
effective leaders," says Gerald L Baliles,
the former governor of Virginia.
Baliles
chaired
the
AGB Commission on the Academic
Presidency 10 years
ago.
Dr.
Bornstein served as
the president of
Rollins
from
1990 until 2004,
when Dr. Lewis
Duncan
took
over the position. She was
the first woman
to take over the
role of President of Rollins
S e - S h e is
widely known
for
having
"transformed the college"
due to her ambitious
fundraising efforts during
her tenure. Her Campaign
for Rollins $160.2 million
for the college, which went
Col"

C o l l e
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THROUGH T H E GATES: The gates of Rollins College stand
tall respresenting the threshold of education.

toward scholarships, facilities, academic programs,
and faculty chairs. During
Dr. Bornstein's time as president, Rollins' endowment
more than quintupled due
to her astute financial management and a series of
generous donors, including
the largest gift in Rollins
history-the late George Cornell's bequest of $93.3 million.
The average SAT scores
of entering students into the
College of Arts and Sciences
rose 65 points during Dr.
Bornstein's reign as president. Also, Rollins rose
from number six to number
two in the South in U.S.
News and World Report's
annual "America's Best Colleges" rankings, and it rose
to number one in Florida.
Under Dr. Bornstein, numerous academic programs
were created, including film
studies, sustainable development, international busi-

ness, and the signature
Rollins Conference Course
for first year students in the
College of Arts and Sciences.
In 2001, Dr. Bornstein
was appointed as the
George D. and Harriet W
Cornell Chair of Distinguished Presidential Leadership after Rollins received
the first endowment of a
college presidency in the
nation-a $10 million gift
from the Cornells themselves. In 2004, after being
named President Emerita at
the end of her tenure as
president, Dr. Bornstein
was appointed to the
George D. and Harriet W.
Cornell Chair of Philanthropy and Leadership Development. Dr. Bornstein's
appointment to the AGB
task force is the most recent
of her many projects designed to strengthen the office of the academic president.

Brian Hernandez / THE SANDSPUR

RITA'S ROCK: Rita Bornstein kneels before her stone back in
April of 2004 while she was still President of Rollins.
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EDITOR: BRETT HEINEY
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Welcome to a new Era in Opinions
Brett Heiney
Opinions Editor
As the new Opinions Editor for this fine publication,
our readers can expect to see
one significant change to our
Opinions section this semester. After consulting with my
superiors, we have come to a
joint decision to have a
theme for all opinions articles. Each week we will have

a n e w topic on which all the
opinions articles will be
based. Our readers can be
excited to find various points
of view on broad topics that
I hope interest, inform,
maybe annoy, and possibly
infuriate. I sincerely hope
everyone enjoys. To introduce you to our first themed
section, this week is concerned with the Supreme
Court of the United States.

Some have decided to look
at SCOTUS decisions and
others the process of Senate
confirmation hearings. As always, Letters to the Editor
are encouraged and will always be considered for
printing even if they do not
follow the topic for the week.
We, as a newspaper, do not
purposefully endorse a certain bias in our opinions articles, and are always wel-

coming to different perspectives provided by the letters
our readers send us. Not
only do we welcome and encourage Letters to the Editor,
I encourage and challenge
anyone w h o is interested to
become an permanent opinions author, or staff writer in
general. If anyone has a
problem with the views expressed in this section then
please come and a d d your

voice to the mix. For more
information about upcoming
weekly topics or general information about getting involved at The Sandspur, contact the Editor in Chief, the
Managing Editor, myself, or
any staff member w h o can
direct you to the proper individuals. Take an active role
on campus and tell us your
opinions, and enjoy this first
weekly topic: SCOTUS.

event to have nominees
come in and answer questions from Senators. The
Senate used to be far more
congenial and there rarely
such rabid vitriol directed at
Supreme Court nominees.
Senators must respect
the wishes of the President
to appoint w h o m he wishes
to the Supreme Court. It is
however the duty of the Senate to the American people
to advise and consent on the
nominee to make sure that m a n y of the Senators h a d
the President is not attempt- decided their votes before
ing to # stack the court with the hearings began. During
radicals that would alter the the two hearings very little
Constitution beyond recog- hearts were changed and
nition. The founding fathers very little was clarified
envisioned a system in about the nominees. It seems
which the Senate would ex- that today's hearings are an
amine nominees and their exercise in diversion for the
qualifications, and denials of nominee, and it must be
candidates were reasonable hard to conjure u p new ways
w h e n the nominee proved to to dodge questions.
be incompetent or unqualiRecent nominees hope
fied for the position.
to speak plenty, so as to take
That began to change u p time, but say nothing.
t h o u g h in the latter half of The so called "Frankfuterthe twentieth century Sena- ian" tradition, n a m e d after
tors began to vote against FDR appointee Felix Franknominees because of their furter, is bad for the country,
political beliefs, and not because it turns our confirtheir legal reasoning. In the mation process into a shot in
recent confirmation hearings the dark, and roll of the dice.
of Chief Justice John Roberts It allows nominees to hide
a n d nominee Samuel Alito behind a non-existent consti-

tutional principle requiring
them not to answer, and
enter the court with w h a t
might be lacking or erroneous arguments. Nothing
bars judges from explaining
their opinions about legal
matters, for while the constitution defends that a m e m ber of the legislative branch
must not be forced to explain his/her reasoning for a
specific vote, it does not extend that same courtesy to
members of the judiciary.
After all, members of the judiciary have to explain their
reasoning in the opinions
they write for the court
while in their respective
court. While judges should
not answer questions about
matters sub judice, they can
and should expand on their

views of past decisions.
That is not possible in
today's political atmosphere
in which party lines and litm u s tests are the norm and
respecting the role of the
Senate in an important matter take a back seat to electoral motivations. In our republic, which is one of the
most mature in the world, it
is time for these confirmation hearings to be open and
mature discussions about
the constitution and other issues which are central to our
governance, and not a political grilling for electoral
grandstanding.

The Sorry State of
the Hearings
A change in attidude is needed in the
Senate's Judicial Confirmation Hearings
John Ferreira
the sandspur
The importance of the
Supreme Court cannot be
understated. The justices sitting in our illustrious court
are the guardians of the
Constitution and the gatekeepers of the rule of law,
which is w h a t maintains an
ordered society. Supreme
Court Justices also hold in
their h a n d s an awesome
power to interpret the law of
the land. As most know they
are appointed to life terms
and are thus above a n d beyond removal except in
cases of extreme incompetence.
Therefore the nation,
united, m u s t proceed w i t h
extreme caution w h e n n o m inating someone to one of
the most distinguished occupations of the land. O u r
present confirmation
is
nothing but a sham. Partisan, grandstanding Senators
clarify little and while the
nominees eschewal of questions helps no one.
The system itself is not
broken. Confirmation hearings were not always like
this, in fact it a fairly recent

John is Managing Editor of
The Sandspur and is a History
and Political Science Major in
the Arts and Sciences school.
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Supreme Court Should Have Said No v. Wade
A look at why the Court should have decided in favor of Wade.
sions is the decision of Roe v.
Wade, which sparked the dethe sandspur
bate over abortion from the
It was event bearing time of the hearings in the
such monumental conse- early 1970s until today. The
quences that those effects passionate debate lives more
have shaken the political strongly than ever today,
arena since their births a and millions of people, ingeneration ago. It has people cluding myself, strongly disfighting both in the streets agree with the Court's deciand in presidential debates. sion. One of the explanations
It is perhaps the most con- that the Supreme Court gave
troversial issue in the United for their decision is that, in
States today, and almost their opinions, when the
everyone from young to old Constitution protects the
has something to say about rights of a "person," including that "person's" right to
it.
live,"
it does not include the
The Supreme Court has
been on the minds of many unborn.
And how did they deem
over the past few months.
Due to two vacancies in the that? Even Associate Justices
nation's highest court, both Byron R. White and William
opening within a short time H. Rehnquist, both of whom
span of one another, and the served on the bench during
controversial appointments these hearings and were unto those vacancies, the fortunately outvoted by
Supreme Court's attention in those supporting Roe's side
the media has vastly in- of the argument, stated that
they found "nothing in the
creased in recent time.
One of the most contro- language of the Constitution
versial Supreme Court deci- to support the Court's judgJami Furo

ment." While the Constitution does not specifically define a "person" as either
being born or unborn, it does
not say that a "person" does
not include such persons
that are unborn.
Even if one can say that a
"person," as defined in the
United States Constitution,
does not include fetuses, it
does not change the fact that
that fetus, given the opportunity, will develop into a
"real person," if that is how
you would like to argue it.
Even if you do not consider
that fetus a "person" now,
you cannot deny its potential
and that, given the chance, it
will develop and be born, at
which point it will become,
by anyone's definition, a
"person", even according to
the definition conjured by
the Supreme Court over 30
years ago. Under both instances, it is still unclear how
the Supreme Court could deduce that the Constitution's
definition of a "person" does

not include the unborn when
nothing in the Constitution
supports that interpretation.
The Supreme Court's decision is even unjustifiable
when looking at it from a
purely legal sense. The
Supreme Court's function is
not to create laws-that is, in
fact, the job of legislators.
The function of the Supreme
Court is to interpret the Constitution. The function of any
court, in fact, is not to write
laws but to interpret the
laws that have already been
written.
But the United States
Constitution does not have
any Amendments that say
anything about abortion.
Nowhere in the Constitution
does it even address abortion, which is part of the reason of why it is such a controversy. How, therefore, can
the Supreme Court come to
any decision about it? Since
the Constitution does not
address abortion, there is
nothing for the justices to in-

Questioning the Questions
Substantive questions are needed for confirmation hearings.
Brett Heiney
the sandspur

The Supreme Court has
been receiving much attention in past months due to
the two openings on the
bench. Everyone watched
and critiqued the judicial
hearings of Roberts and
Alito adding their own spin
on how the two prospective
justices performed. Being so
far removed from any political process, as the Supreme
Court is, it is a good thing to
go through with these Senate Judicial Committee hearings to get as good a picture
as possible of how a
prospective justice will decide cases.
An independent judiciary with impartial justices is
essential to the survival of
our nation's great tradition
of rule of law. Everyone has
his or her own opinions concerning a myriad of issues,
but we all must attempt to
find those judges who will
put aside their own personal
views to decide what it is the
law, or in the case of the
Supreme Court the constitution, says. We, as a nation,
rely on an independent and
impartial Supreme Court to
interpret the Constitution of
the United States to judge
the constitutionality of cases
brought before them.
All commentators dis-

cuss how well the prospective justices answer questions, if they answer the
questions, and these commentators discuss what
kinds of questions the committee will ask. Leaving the
prospective justice alone, the
questions of these recent Judicial Committee hearings
have been espousing the
very worst aspects of partisan politics.
In general, the -Republican committee members
have not usually spent their
time asking real and hard
hitting questions, or simply
speak to the good qualities
of the person for whom they
will probably vote in the affirmative. Why is this so
bad: the nominees are more
conservative, being nominated by a conservative Republican president. These Republican members of the
Senate Judiciary committee
seem to have forgotten that
impartiality and the ability
to perform well on the
Supreme Court are still important issues to go over,
even if the nominee's politics
are close to the desired right.
It seems to me that they are
just simply agreeing outright
with the president on his decision since they are all Republican.
The Democrats have
largely been, and predictably so, on the diametrically opposed side of the

question asking. They have
one litmus test that prospective justices must pass to
truly be impartial in the
minds of the Democratic
committee members. Abortion is the only issue for the
Democrats that expresses
the true nature of a nominee.
Uphold Roe v. Wade, lest
you be deemed partial towards the evil right. Stare
decisis they exclaim must be
upheld for the sake of the
Supreme Court and our nation as a whole.
The
prospective justice must
admit to the absolute power
of stare decisis specifically in
terms of Roe v. Wade or be
exiled to the unforgivable
stance of limiting the civil
rights of the women of this
country to choose abortion
as a viable option.
If the Democrats who espouse this ideal of stare decisis kept up on their
Supreme Court history, they
would find that if stare decisis had always been followed by the high court
many of our greatest decisions, ones they certainly admire, would never have been
decided as they were.
Would Brown v. Board of
Education, Miranda v. Arizona, Loving v. Virginia or
Roe v. Wade have been decided if strict following of
precedent was the only acceptable decision a justice
could make? Probably not. It

is important to consider the
importance of precedence,
but sometimes precedence
should be disregarded as in
Brown v. Board of Education.
The Democrats derate
the conservative nominees
and ask them questions in
very confrontational tones of
voice that show me only
open hostility. The Republicans have been accepting
these prospective conservative justices based on their
conservativism.
Neither
truly help to elucidate the
true judicial nature and demeanor of the nominees appearing before the Judiciary
Committee.
Impartiality
does not mean being of your
personal political affiliation,
it means being able to take
your own personal opinions
and political affiliations out
of you decision process.
Getting to the truly substantive questions and leaving
the partisan war aside is the
only way the Senate Judiciary Committee will be able to
truly ascertain how impartial a justice may be.

Brett Heiney is the Opinions
Editor of The Sandspur. He is a
Political Science Major and an
Asian Studies Minor in the
School of Arts and Sciences.

terpret. Any decisions that
they make would be speculative, at best, bringing them
into the realm of legislation
rather than interpretation.
That is why the decision
should be left to the individual states until Congress creates an amendment that relates to this issue.
Perhaps it's appropriate
that this past Sunday was
the 33rd anniversary of the
Roe v. Wade decision. The
arguments have changed
since then, but Americans
still fervently debate about
the issues that those hearings raised. They argue the
moral grounds for the decision - a woman's right to
choose, a baby's right to live.
Either way, I can't help but
ignore that the • Supreme
Court, regardless of morality, did not have the right to
make the decision in the first
place.
Jami Furo is a Music Major in
the School of Arts and Sciences

Can't get enough
of us?
Be Sure to check out
our website: at
WWW.THESANDSPUR.ORG

where you get this
week's stories and
delievered straight to
your inbox.

Need even more?
Apply for a reporter,
section editor,
or
photographer position
The Sandspur is published
weekly on Fridays and maintains a circulation of 2,000
copies.
The Editorial Board extends an
invitation to our readers to submit letters and articles. In order
for a letter to be considered for
publication, it must include the
name and telephone number of
the author and be 400 to 600
words in length.
In considering a submission for
publication, The Sandspur reserves the right to edit letters
and articles.
Submit all letters and articles
to the address below or bring
them to our offices on the third
floor of the Mills Memorial Center. All submissions must include a printed copy with a
saved copy on disk and must be
received in The Sandspur offices
no later than 5 p.m, on the Monday prior to publication.
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Supreme Court A Political Sport? Change in Short.
A change is needed in the Senate's Judicial Confirmation Hearings.
system, from the lowest ap- him/her in an impartial manpellate to the highest court in ner.
the land, is a climate bound
This same climate sends
more to political leanings judges to the bench along
As the Supreme Court is than the impartial assessparty lines in the hope of adagain dredged to the fore- ment of the argument at
vancing a particular party
front of the American news hand.
doctrine. Once on the bench,
cycle, this time an amagamaIt is a climate in which these politicized nominees
tion of commemorations, the value of judicial nomiare forever void of impartialnominations, and confirma- nees is not subjected to the
ity, instead seeking the polittions, I cannot help but look rigors that test qualifications
ical route in every action.
back with sentiment at the but instead are compelled toI do not mean to broach
ideal days when the the ward personal politicization.
the topic of judicial activism.
Supreme Court was the
It simply seems to matter I hope,instead, to remind us
highest voice of reason in the more how a judge feels
all of the role of the court in
land, bound by its very oper- about abortion, states' rights,
our system of government,
ational humility to serve its and a litany of other specific
as an impartial interpreter.
duty of interpretation.
political issues than the deImpartiality should be
In the politicized climate gree to which a nominee is derived from a sense of huof today, we can be no fur- capable of interpreting the mility, a humility inherent
ther from this ideal truth. Constitution and applying it within the system. It reWhat has been allowed to as a living document to the quires a reverence of the
emerge throughout the court argument presented before laws by which we have choJoshua Benesh
the sandspur

Contributing

sen to live and a duty to interpret those laws not as an
inherently political individual but as an impartial contributer to the system.
This humility has disappeared over time to the pressures of our political society.
The current state of affairs/in which blind justice
dons political corrective
lenses is not necessarily permanent and certainly not beyond repair.
It is our duty as citizens
to ensure that this emphasis
on the political in what each
of us hope to be the impartial
is changed.
The burden cannot be
placed on the system itself to
pursue change. The system
must be changed by each of

us on an individual level.
Change comes with the
realization of fault. The
sooner the faults of politicizing the apolitical are understood, the better able the
courts will be to fulfill their
necessary duty.
Humility cannot be bargained for or obtained
through compromise.
In order for it to fulfill
the court's end result it must
come from within the individual and be supported by
the system.

Joshua Benesh is Editor-inChief of The Sandspur. He is a
Political Science and Art
History Major in the School of
Arts and Sciences.

Voice

The following is an excerpt from a speech given by former SGA President, Pierce Neinken.
Please understand that
this is a message from one
student to his peers in an effort to preserve that which
has added so much to my
time here at Rollins as I hope
it has yours. Last year as
president of the S.G.A. I had
the opportunity to get many
insights into the perspectives
and desired direction of our
college. Since this experience
I have come to the conclusion that our college is
changing. It is constantly
evolving to better the educational experience for its students. Rollins is moving in
new directions to ensure that
the people walking away
with a Rollins degree are
more successful and capable
individuals.
This has widespread
consequences for the college
as a whole, but more specifically it has consequences for

us here, the Greek system. unprecedented level of reLast year a number of events spect. What I am saying is
by fraternities and sororities that negative events have
escalated a concern and in- called into question the actuterest in the legitimacy of al contributions that our
our Greek system. This con- Greek system has been makcern and interest is extensive ing to the college as a whole.
ranging not only from our We, the Greeks, have a
none-Greek peers but from proud history being the cenRollins alumni, college ad- tral force in campus involveministration and even up to ment, but in addition we also
the board of trustees. I have have a history of repeated vispoken directly to individu- olations of the code of rights
als, administrators and and responsibilities. This
trustees and it is has caused may not seems serious to
me to be alarmed.
some but these violations
which
have been dismissed
Let me clarify, I am not
in
the
past
with the occasionsaying that there are people
rallying to have the Greeks al probationary period or
removed from our campus, various judicial sanctions are
In fact, my experiences have now being taken more seriled me to see that new addi- ously then ever.
On a national level
tions to Rollins are some of
Greek
systems are coming
the best people to assist in
change. People like Presi- under fire. I would not trade
dent Duncan and our new in my experiences as a
safety director Ken Miller Greek, but since last year I
have treated student with an have come to understand

Letters
Dear Editor,
While reading Lori
Lipkin's Christmas r e flections in t h e Sandspur's Holiday Traditions article, I was taken
aback by her comments
on Hanukah. Lipkin's
language is offensive and
misrepresents
Judaism
and Jewish tradition. The
language she uses implies an inferiority of
Hanukah to Christmas,
which i s absurd; holidays are reflections of religious tradition, not gift
competitions. Lipkin was

severely disappointed by
not receiving as many
gifts on H a n u k a h as she
did on Christmas, a n d
her narrow u n d e r s t a n d ing of H a n u k a h is her
choice; however, it does
not excuse her deliberate
attempt
to
belittle
H a n u k a h a n d thus d e mean Judaism. Additionally, Lipkin disrespects
the holiday by not being
clear on how it is celebrated nor taking the
time to research it to
write a respectful opinion. It is articles such as
Lipkin's
that
force
Rollins students to be

that those experiences were ing and high risk behavior
coupled with practiced that cannot be perpetuated by fuwill not be dismissed by he ture classes, because if it is
college any longer. The col- there is only one result, the
lege is changing and with end of the Greek system here
change comes conflict. We at Rollins. The college is not
need to understand this and playing around any more.
adjust our practices.
We are at a crossroads. This
A number of Greek lead- is going to be hard, it's not
ers are working with Dr. going to seem fair, but we
Duncan and college admin- need to suck it up and take
istrators to ensure that the the first step towards this
adjustments are being made cultural change. The college
by the college to meet the is not going to allow us to
needs of our Greek systems, continue with the same pracsome minor changes have tices of the past. We have
been made already but more come a long way but it is our
need to happen.
Greek system at stake and
If you take nothing else changes are being made. I
from what I have said please relay this message because
understand this, the college it's important that we all are
experience that we have aware and do our part for
gone through will not be the the future of the Greek syssame type of experience fu- tem here at Rollins. Thanks
ture students will have. Trea- you for your consideration.
sure the fact that you are the
end of an era and the start of
a new Greek systems. Haz-

t o the Editor
ashamed o f t h e i r Jewish
identity. I am not only offended by Lipkin's article, b u t also by the editors for allowing such an
offensive misrepresentation of Judaism, and for
allowing a contributing
writer to perpetuate an
existing campus stigma
of identifying as Jewish.
I hope in the future to
see more articles promoting H a n u k a h rather than
demeaning it.

Dear Editor,
While reading the Holiday Traditions article, I was
struck by the Sandspurs lack
of attempt to provide more
views on the Holiday season. The article that struck
me the most was Lori Lipkin's opinion on Christmas
versus Chanukah. While the
author is completely entitled
to her opinion that Christmas is a better holiday, it is
disheartening to read that
the main reason for this revolved around presents.
Chanukah did not even involve gift-giving until the

1950's when Jewish kids and
their parents wanted to assimilate to American culture
by participating in attaching
consumerism to religious
observance. It saddens me
that religious holidays in this
country are judged by how
"fun" they are and how
much candy or presents one
receives. Also, it would behoove the Sandspur to find
an opinion of Chanukah
from a Jewish student in the
future. It's not that hard
since 10% of Rollins is supposedly Jewish.
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A Nontraditional Student
to please your parents. They also know that
you have lots of tilings to deal with besides
your school works. However, don't expect
As a nontraditional student, i sometime them to threat you any diferently from other
become ovewhelmed with all the pains that students in other programs at the College.
i have to indure in my pursuit of a higher edVery often, they will tell you how much
ucation. I ask so many questions which only they appreciate your efforts. They realy
lead to dead end.
enjoy teaching you because, as they say,
work and school leave me with no time "You bring a lot to the classroom." You bring
for my personal life; yet, i find time to par- your experience, dedication, and williness to
ticipate in as many curricular activities as i learn. When you come from a long day of*
possibly can.
work, tired but ready to participate in the
Now, where does the energy come from? class discussion, you cannot imagine how
How in world i can still keep going? I do not much your professors appreciates your parbelieve that those questions are unique to ticipation.
me, and this is in part where i get my enerYour professors are not only your guide
gy, when going to school with so many peo- and inspiration; they are your friends. They
ple who share the same kind of pains that i know your sacrifices and efforts. They love
am induring, under no circumstances that i you more than you can even imagine. As a
could allow myself to back down.
graduating senior, i can tell you that they
I understand that many of you, nontra- have always been ther for me when i need
ditional students, who take on the challenge them, whether for personal advise that may
to go back to school after years in the work not have nothing to do with their courses or
force or elsewhere, the adoptation is not an for a letter of recommendation.
easy one. However, i could assure you that
You can be sure they will be there for
you are not alone, and no matter what your you as well. They will go to the extreme to
accomplishments have been, there is nothing help you. Do not forget your fellow students.
better than getting a higher an education.
Remember that the majority of them are no
You must expect to be overwelmed different from you. They work and have
sometimes. But you must stay the course. family as you are. They can help you greatSome of you may ask yourself, why? I can
give you a tone of reasons why you should
Do not feel ashame to seek help. They
not give up. The number one reason is that, are all sort of assistance for you ranging
getting an education is the best and safest in- from peers to faculty advisor. If you can, plevestment ever. It cannot be taken away from asse take advantage of all the services that
you nor could it expire.
are at your disposition. I know some of you
I also believe that you decide to come may think that some places and services on
back to school after so many years because campus are off limit to Hamilton Holt Stuafter all you realize that something is miss- dents. But it is not true.
ing. You definitely have a plan for your fuAs Holt students, you have access to
ture and believe that a higher education will preaty much everything that Arts & Sciences
help you accomplish it. it could be the pro- students have access to. I heard thing like:
motion that you have been waiting for or the newspaper, The Sandspur, or the radio
have always wanted.
station are only for A&S students.
when you make this first step to come
The good news is that they are not; they
back to school, you were already 1/3 of ac- belong to Rollins College and thus accessicomplishing your goal. Besides all these hur- ble to all Rollins students. Please take advandles such as not getting enough sleep and tage of them. I understand that many of you
the hard time of relearning the whole school do not have anymore time to participate in
process that you have to deal with in order any extracurricular activities, but the few of
to get this education, you have family life you that can, please participate.
and the work schedule to keep up with.
Feel free to contact the HHSGA repreSo why do you have to put yourself into sentatives for your major and pass onto
this situation of not even have time to relax them all concerns that you would like to get
and spend time with your family? I do know to the attention of the administration. They
why. It is because you believe in the impor- will do that, and you can be assured that
tance of a higher education. I can assure you your concerns will be heard.
that if there is only one truth in this world it
Please get a look at the photo bellow
must be: education is key to success.
which features some of your HHSGA offiHere at Rollins, everyone knows it, especers and senators. When you see them
cially, the professors. They know that no one
around campus or in one of your classes,
pushes you to come to school. They know
please let them know of your concerns.
that you are not hear just because you want
by Jean Bernard Chery

the sandspur

G E T LAID OFF!
WHAT SHOULD YOU D O ?
Dear Marian:
I just got notice that my
job is being eliminated in 2
weeks due to a reorganization. While I have hated my
job for the last few years, I
am beginning to panic. I
will be graduating in May
and not sure what my next
step should be. What
should i do? Anonymous,
Dear Hopeful:
With your news, you
were thrown into the world
of career transitions! It is important to acknowledge that
you are now in the beginning stages of a significant
life change. Even though you
were unhappy in your work,
it was "safe - and predictable/ r Your work life, as
you have known it, will be
ending. To effectively navigate through this transition
period I will recornmend
several basic strategies:-

when someone loses a job.
Depending on your life experiences and how you have
handled other transitions in
the past, this process can
vary greatly in length and
type of reaction. I once
worked with a client who
just needed to hear that the
strong feeling she was experiencing was "typical and
normal." If you schedule an
appointment with me I will
share a great "visual" which
clearly identifies the typical
emotional responses to a job
loss. For some, a few sessions with a mental health
counselor also helps.

Commit to spending time
on something that you
enjoy - Often, work becomes
consuming and we lose
touch with the people and
hobbies that we once enjoyed. Years ago, I worked
with a client who decided to
rejoin a bowling league
Take care of yourself. Dur- when he lost job. He scheding times of stress it is im- uled weekly bowling time
portant to make sure you are just as he did his job search
eating properly, sleeping and activities. Guess what? He
exercising. Why mention developed rapport with his
this in an article about career new league buddies and got
transitions? I challenge you a job lead from someone on
to try and remain positive his team. He ended up getand optimistic without first ting the job!
taking care of yourself physically... taking care of your Get clarity: Does your finanbody is an important first cial situation require you to
step!
get a job "tomorrow'* or do
you have time to find the
Don't be a "lone ranger." "perfect job"? When I am
While your instinct may be working with a student or
to remain stoic and silent client this is helpful informaabout your employment sit- tion for me to have. Someuation, it will be important times we need to initially
to reach out to others. Create pursue a "survival job" and
and connect with a support then strategize on long-term
system. How do you do career goals.
that? Begin by listing all of
the people that you know. Develop a plan: Often workDon't forget your Rollins ing with a career counselor
peers and professors...neigh- or coach helps to create conbors...friends from your crete plan of action. A timeplace of worship...Career line might include working
Services within Rollins. Seek on your resume, creating a
out individuals who will be strategy to network, joining
optimistic and help you to some professional organizaremain positive. Be ready to tions, beginning an internask questions and listen ship or volunteering or
carefully to answers. Use the preparing for the job intertechniques of an "informa- view. Did you know that I
tional interview" as a way to am here to assist Holt studevelop a plan of action.
dents with each of these
strategies? Don't remain
Acknowledge the loss. Loss anonymous...schedule time
can evoke strong emotions. to come into the office and
During the transition period, meet with me!
we are forced to deal with
current issues and concerns Do you have a question for
while letting go of the past. It Marian? E-mail her at mcaccan be a time of strong emo- ciatore@rollins.edu.She
tions... denial, anger, shock, guarantees that all questions
fear, confusion, and stress will be responded to individare very typical emotions ually or in this column.

HHSGA Representatives; Jean Bernard Chery/ The Sandspur
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Professor of Communication,
endy Stahler
by Jean Bernard Chery
the sandspur

Professor Wendy A.
Stahler represents another
example of the Rollins commitment to excellence.In
1998 she completed her
bachelor degree (Magna
Cum Laude) in Mathematics
with a specialization in computer science and Secondary
Education and in 2003 her
master (Summa Cum Laude)
in Corporate Communication and Technology from
the prestigious Rollins College. In 2004, just a year after
completing her master degree, she published Fundamentals of Math & Physics for
Game Programmers.
Stahler has a passion for
teaching. She has been an
adjunct professor at Rollins
College since 2001 in b o t h
the IT and the Communication departments a n d a full
tenure professor at Full Sail
Real World Education from
1997 to 2003. There, Professor Stahler taught Math and
Physics for Video Game Development.
Among the classes she
has been teaching at Rollins
College are: Small Groups &
Leadership, Computer Mediated
Communication,
Using PowerPoint/Graphics,
Intro to Digital Video, and
Desktop Publishing with
Word.
Once again Hamilton
Holt students are being
praised for the experience

and knowledge they bring
to the classroom. "I love the
Holt students. They bring
such diverse backgrounds
a n d experiences into the
classroom, which provides
for very interesting dialogue," says Stahler.She
continues to say, "In the Organizational Communication p r o g r a m the courses
are enriched by the experiences we disclose and the
stories we share from our
lives outside the classroom.
I e n d u p learning just as
m u c h from m y students as
they learn from me."
Besides a full time job in
software training where she
trains police officers a n d
firefighters on h o w to use
the company's software for
things like 911 dispatch and
records management, she
found it necessary to contribute to the Rollins excellence through her part time
teaching. Stahler explains
how at the end of a long day
she often wonders how she's
going to get up in front of
the class and deliver anything of value w h e n all she
wants is a nap. "But then,"
she continues, "I walk into
the classroom and suddenly
I'm energized." She can
identify herself with her students in many ways, once as
a working student and n o w
as an adjunct with an additional full time job. What she
is about to say is not foreign
to her Hamilton Holt students; "By the time I walk

COURTESY OF WENDY A. STAHLER

out [of the classroom] a few
hours later I couldn't sleep if
I wanted to. I know many
of my Holt students feel the
same way."After a full day's
work and then sitting on 1-4
they arrive exhausted, but
somehow w e re-energize
each other - it's infectious!"
Despite her busy and
crazy schedule she found
time to help with the
CANstruction event this semester to raise money and
food for Second Harvest
food bank, in which her
team, the faculty team,
raised over 1000 cans of vegetables and tuna fish to build

a 6-foot tall Campbell's soup
can. Besides being a regular
member of the President List
during her years as a student
at Rollins, for which she was
awarded the Rollins Presidential Scholarship, she was
the recipient of the Outstanding Service in Math
Award in 1996, and the Excellent Standard in Academic Pursuits in Mathematics
Award in 1998. She has been
named Student Ambassador/Diplomat. She was a
member of member of Phi
Eta Sigma National Honor
Society, and a visiting student at Harvard University

in Massachusetts from June
to August, 1993.
She advises grad schoolb o u n d students to choose
the right program, not what
other people expect them to
do. "Grad school is hard
work, and it's easy to lose
steam unless you are truly
pursuing your passion," she
adds. What would surprise
her students the most is that
every once in a while (when
nobody's looking), she stops
smiling for a moment to give
her cheek muscles a rest.
Her favorite play and
music are Phantom of the
Opera and Classic 80's Rock
and Smooth Jazz. She loves
Dunkin' Donuts (chocolate
frosted). Picnics in the park
and Popcorn Flicks on Park
Avenue are her favorite pastime, a n d her d r e a m vacation is a vacation in Tuscany.
I should add that professor Stahler's long term aspiration is to get "the opportunity to someday move into
President Duncan's home
-and continue to serve the
Rollins community." But in
the meantime, she hopes to
assist Dean Carrier develop
a new leadership program in
the near future.Professor
Stahler! If you continue to
excel at the rate you have
been from the time you started your college career at
Rollins to now, I expect to
see you in the president
mansion in a very near future. Good luck in your journey!

A Welcome to New Students
• Words of
encouragement
from a fellow
student to the
new arrivals.
by Monica Sawdaye
the sandspur

As a senior, planning on
graduating this May, I have
been thinking about you
lately. You have probably
now attended each one of
your new classes at least
once;
You have the syllabi,
your books, an ID called a n
R-card, and the fluttering
feeling that you are going to
work hard this semester.
I will be completely honest. You are probably going
to put more effort into your
assignments a n d studies
here at Hamilton Holt t h a n

y o u h a v e ever
given to anything
in your life.
You m a y feel
tired
sometimes
or frustrated d u r ing this spring,
b u t at the e n d of
the semester y o u
are going to b e
filled w i t h the
p r i d e of d o i n g
your very best.
N o one can
take that away
from you. If you
ne ed insight or
mutual
understanding, reach out
to your professors, fellow
students, and advisors.
Many times the inspiration to continue m a y be sitting right next to you, or a
professor p r o v i d i n g you
with food for thought, or a
stranger with a quirky smile

take on the challenge.
Did
you
have a chance yet to
walk a r o u n d the
c a m p u s a n d really
take in the atmosphere? Have you
taken the time to
look at the n a m e s
along the Walk of
Fame?
Did you
climb u p into the
tower in the Olin Library and check out
the view?
Did
you
k n o w that you have
COURTESY OF MONICA SAWDAYE
access to the Alfond
of sympathy passing you by
Sports Center, sports events,
on the sidewalk.
the pool, and fascinating
I w o u l d like to congratguest speakers, along w i t h
ulate you on your current
music a n d theatrical events
journey on a p a t h to personthroughout the year? There
al, academic a n d career adis a calendar on the Rollins
vancement. You should be
College website that you can
proud of the very fact that
access with lists of the upyou are making an effort to

coming attractions.
And do not forget the
opportunities to join groups
that are involved in community engagement like Communique, the Caribbean Student Association, the Hamilton Holt Student Governm e n t Association, or the
school newspaper, The Sandspur, and so much more.
Any questions, just ask!
Being involved, even it is
only a couple of h o u r s a
month, is crucial to not only
your sanity, because fellow
students will become some
of the closest friends you
could have ever imagined,
b u t also the community engagement you take time for
at Hamilton Holt is a definite plus on future resumes.
So, what are you waiting
for? Welcome to Hamilton
Holt School; join right in.
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2005's Best and Worst

Can

y°

u Locate Ira ?

<i

by Nancy Aguire

als who correctly identified
Iraq on the map, many went
In a national survey, it on to identify other nations.
was found that only one in By looking at some of these
seven young American stu- people, especially given the
dents could find Iraq or Iran usual response that I reon a map of the Middle East. ceived, I would not have exIt is interesting, given the pected such an educated ancurrent state of affairs be- swer, and I was pleasantly
tween Iraq and the United surprised.
American
students
States, to see how little
awareness there is on some- studying or traveling abroad
thing as simple as the loca- sometimes find themselves
in embarrassing situations as
tion of Iraq.
in
any given conversation;
We have conducted our
own survey here at Rollins their lack of global knowlCollege, choosing one hun- edge is made obvious. They
dred individuals, at random, are surprised to see how
and showing them an un- much students of the same
marked map of the Middle age from different cultures
East, asking them to identify know about not only their
Iraq. 37% of students asked own country, but of the
correctly identify Iraq on the world.
This is, of course, not
map, leaving a large chunk,
63% shaking their heads as necessarily a fault of the
they admitted to not having given student. It may be a
problem embedded in Amera clue.
In conducting the survey, ican culture; it may be due to
I found that many of those our educational systems, the
who did not know were ac- media, or simply a lack of intually very surprised, as if terest on the part of the
they had thought that this in- American public. Whatever
formation was somehow in it is, it is an important questheir pool of knowledge al- tion to address. As the world
ready. Others seemed em- we live in becomes smaller
barrassed at not knowing, and smaller due to globalizasaying "I should know this!" tion, it becomes more and
before admitting that they in more important for American citizens to be aware of
fact did not.
the
problems and cultures of
However, not all was
negative. Of those individu- the world.
the sandspur

Celebrity
Couples

Tom Cruise and Katie Holmes:
If the age difference isn't
enough to startle you, Cruise's
erratic behavior will.

Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie:
With two of the most attractive
people as parents, their baby
has won the genetic lottery.

TV Show

Grey's Anatomy: You may think
you've had enough of medical
dramas, but this new ABC series
stands out.

Britney and Kevin: Chaotic: Not
like we had high expectations
anyway, but this show is as bad
as it gets.

Book

Freakonomics: Steven D.
Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner's controversial economic
expose is a must read.

The Truth About Hillary : What
She Knew, When She Knew It,
and How Far She'll Go to Become
President: The critical book condemns Hillary for her presidential
ambition.

TUQENTS W H O

Movie

Brokeback Mountain: This Golden
Globe winner was nationally acclaim.

Bewitched: Just when you
thought a movie with Will Ferrell couldn't be bad...

TOTAL SAMPLED: 100

'1

JESSICA COMBSIThe Sandspur
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Last Holiday Makes for New Possibilities
by Katie Pederson
the sandspur

I went to the Regal Cinemas last weekend looking
for a movie to watch and review - 1 should have k n o w n
better then to go w i t h full
reservoirs in m y tear ducts!
Originally planning on Memoirs of Geisha, I literally had a
last minute change of heart,
decided I needed something
remotely
comedic,
and
walked instead into the theatre marked Last Holiday outside the door. What I found
was a personal rollercoaster
of emotions, a n e w outlook
on life's possibilities and one
of the best feel-good romantic comedies I've seen in a
long time.
From director Wayne
Wang (Maid in Manhattan,
The Joy Luck Club) and writers Jeffrey Price and Peter S.
Seaman (Wild Wild West,
Who Framed Roger Rabbit) the
film Last Holiday is a tale of
life, death and the choices
we make. Last Holiday stars
the multi-talented singerturned-actress Queen Latifah (Chicago, Bringing Down
the House, Beauty Shop) as the
frumpy and homely department store employee Geor-

gia Byrd w h o is contented
living her days in perpetually identical succession, condemning her dreams of travel, culinary school and love
with her long-time co-worker crush Sean Matthews (LL
Cool J, Rollerball, Any Given
Sunday) to a sad little scrap-

Take advantage of this '
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own Psmn In Wi

I

10 Mft

Waterfall Cove Amenities:
* Pool deck w i t h cabana f e a t u r i n g
Jenn-Aire* gas g r i l l and f u l l kitchen
• Controlled access entry panels at all
b u i l d i n g entrances
• Extensively landscaped grounds with
gazebo seating area
• Valet trash p i c k - u p five days a week

mm

Georgia cashes out her bank
account, opens u p her book
of "possibilities" and charters a European vacation to
live u p her remaining days.
Along the way, Georgia
meets a challenging yet inspirational supporting cast
of characters including Timothy H u t t o n as the swindling corporate big-wig
Matthew Kragen, Giancalro
Esposito and Alicia Witt as
the
morally
evolving
Louisiana Senator Dillings
and Kragen's personal secretary Ms. Burns, and (my
personal favorite) the undeniably lovable Chef Didier
played by French actor Gerard Depardieu of My Father
the Hero notoriety.
There is no doubt that
Last Holiday brings with it a
sort of cheesy, campy
h u m o r indicative of Queen
Latifah's roles and the past
projects of the film's creative
team. The strange thing is
that it's just not that easy to
write it off as another tacky
Barbershop w h e n the Georgia character evokes such
sentimental emotion to
make even the most hardened hearts in the theatre a
little bit verklempt. The
COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT STUDIOS Queen shines through with

?k. waterfall cove

is located close to great shopping and upscale
d i n i n g . Residents w i l l enjoy easy access to Rollins
College, i - 4 , d o w n t o w n and all Orlando has to offer!

* Cable TV included

book marked "possibilities."
Life takes a traumatic
t u r n for Georgia w h e n a
mild concussion and routine
check u p lead to a terminal
disease diagnosis giving her
no more then three weeks to
live. Rather then sulk in the
quiet of her Louisiana home,

at

Winter

Park

Join the Priority Buyer's List.

WaterfaIICoveatWinterPark.com

acting talent I have yet to
neither see, nor appreciate in
her previous roles and her
chemistry with LL Cool J is
sweet, if not a bit overstated.
Last Holiday is a silly
good time with a deeper
message, as dictated by
Georgia, that is all the reason
in the world w h y this film
was not a total flop— "Next
time... we will laugh more,
we'll love more; we just
won't be so afraid." And as I
dried my eyes and left my
theatre seat last weekend, I
was comforted with a n e w
sense of direction— a feeling
that rather then dwelling on
the ephemeral papers, readings, and meetings ahead of
me this semester I should be
focusing on what really matters most- living life, loving
friends, and not regretting a
single moment. So here's to a
new Sandspur edition, a new
year, and a renewed outlook
on life.
(But "shh," just don't let
any know it was Queen Latifah w h o got me there.)
OVERALL RATING: B- for a

campy, yet witty and heartwarmingly feel-good good
time.
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One Man's Struggle For Internal Peace
Muslim, is a Hazara. Although Hazaras are treated
the sandspur
as second-class citizens in
A brilliant coming of age Kabul, Afghanistan, Amir's
novel, The Kite Runner en- father supported no such
grosses readers in the lives treatment. The two motherof protagonists Amir and less boys fed from the same
Hassan. Aside from captivat- breast, ran kites in the wining readers in a heart- ters, and read stories from
wrenching tale, Khaled Hos- Amir's late mother's library.
seini, in his debut novel, proOften the rebel, Amir's
vides a detailed and eye- father is a gentle giant who
opening account of a culture lends money to the poor, is
we Americans tend to know well liked among the comso little about.
munity, and is headstrong
Young Amir and his ser- and athletic. • Amir, on the
vant, but faithful ally Has- other hand, struggles socialsan, battle the harsh realities ly/is a reader rather than a
occurring in Afghanistan soccer player, and writes
during the 1960s and 1970s, short stories. Amir faces a
enduring backlashes from constant uphill trek, atthe Cold War, the Russian in- tempting to win the love of
vasion in 1979, and eventual his father. In his last adolesemigration. Capturing the cent opportunity, Amir will
political turmoil occurring try at all costs to win the insimultaneously, readers can famous kite race hosted in
easily relate and assume the their local village. He will
spend the rest of his life sufidentity of the protagonists.
Amir and Hassan act like fering from the indelible imbrothers, when in reality ages captured that day.
they are polar opposites.
The Soviet invasion of
Amir, son of a Sunni Muslim Afghanistan is the final catabusinessman is a Pashtun, lyst, causing Amir and his
while Hassan, son of a Shi'a father to relocate to the Unitby Lara Bueso

ed States, beginning anew as
immigrants in a strange and
outlandish culture. Aside
from acclimating to the US,
Amir finally has the chance
"to become good again," to
redeem himself from the
cruel treatment imposed on
his friend Hassan.
Haunted by his memories, Amir returns to wartorn Afghanistan under Taliban rule as an adult in
search of forgiveness. The
novel encompasses all of the
great sentiments a book
should capture; tears will be
shed, laughter will be heard,
and you will hope the novel
never ends. In reading this,
one may often be confused it
is a novel rather than memoir, and.we are left wondering when his follow-up book
will be published. Ultimately, the novel questions the
price of peace - what will one
coward endure to become a
man?
What was once considered a far away land, we
have more recently wit- al politics. Begin here, and
nessed the necessity in edu- close the book with a new
eating ourselves about glob- perception of the Middle

Courtesy of KhaledHosseini.com
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LDE serves up Culture Crossing Music
with a side of Funk
by Kalene McCort

the sandspur

In between train shots
and bites of barbecued
pulled pork, the crowd at
O'Boys in Winter Park was
treated to the energetic,
funkadelic, sweet sounds of
The Lloyd Dobbler Effect
Saturday night. Mixing sentimental lyrics with upbeat
bongo banging, this Washington D.C. based band
managed to give this barbeque joint a different vibe.
In a place where the usual
sounds are the clanking of

beer mugs, and various
hoots and hollers of fanatical
sports fans, LDE provided
just the right amount of rock,
Latin and folk flavor.
Starting the set off with a
melodic yet heavy salsa like
grove, LDE jumped into "A
Million Ways." Lead Vocalist
and guitarist Phil Kominski
spouted out heartfelt lyrics,
"When I hear her voice a
thousand angels sing their
hymns inside my head, Time
releases me I fall in farther,
In-between the words she
says." When the chorus
kicked in, Kominski swung

his six-string behind his
back, and forcefully grabbed
the mike stand adorned with
neon red lights. All the while
Rusty Williams beat feverishly on three large bongo
drums, also draped with
green lights. Drummer Donnie Williams added another
element of excitement with
his fast paced style. Chris
Bruno's passionate guitar
playing and backup vocals
completed the spirited force
that is LDE. Their Chemistry
on stage, like the bright
lights that wrapped around
their mike stands and across
their bongos
can
best be described as
Electric.
T h e
boys from
Capitol
Hill got the
crowd jamming along
to their island
inf u s e d
tunes, and
continued
to send out
the good
vibes while
doing
a
_ cover
of
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Island Rock: The Lloyd Dobler Effect performing at O'Boys in downtown Orlando Men

at
Work's

1980's hit single "Land
Down Under." A gray haired
man, with thick blackrimmed glasses, decked out
in a Hawaiian shirt tapped
his hand
rhythmically
against his beer bottle, as a
20-something blonde in a
tank top stopped and
clapped along before making her way back to the bar.
It seemed appropriate that
this band do a cover from the
"me" decade, after all their
name comes from Cameron
Crowe's 80's Cult Classic
"Say Anything," in which a
very young John Cusack
plays Lloyd Dobbler
With their attention to
detail and focus on mixing
music from other cultures
and genres LDE has the potential to build an extremely
diverse fan base. Even
though lyrics like "This
might be more that a crush.
This might be love" in their
song "Might be Love" may
have proved to be a bit too
sappy for the guys, LDE continuously pulled them right
back in with their undeniable talent as musicians.
LDE has the ability to bring
the importance of percussion
and deep lyrics back to the
pop charts while still remaining true to their musical
roots. They are sort of like a
combination of Maroon 5

and Third Eye blind, but
with a little more spunk and
soul.
Touring
their
way
around the college circuit
LDE has already converted
some loyal followers. Steve
Jones and Keri Salvador,
both 19-year-old musicians
and FIT students traveled 75
miles on a motorcycle to
O'Boys to catch the show,
after Jones had seen LDE in
Melbourne two days prior.
"They create a good Atmosphere, and it kinda sucks
you in," Jones said as he
drummed along on the table.
Salvador agreed, "Nice balance of alternative plus fusion," she yelled over the
music while smiling.
LDB will continue to
tour the country through
April. Currently their album
"Lloyd Dobler Effect Live
2004" can be ordered
through their Web site
www.lloyddoblereffect.com.
However, in-studio recorded
tracks also available on their
site do not do them justice,
or capture the musical appeal they provide with their
energy driven live shows.
LDB is absolutely a band one
would have to see live in
order to be moved by the innovative beats that make up
their culture crossing music.
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Style Steals: Dress for Less Be a Movie Star
hy Meaan Sigel
the sandspur

So you want to dress like
your favorite movie star,
model, or singer, b u t do not
want to spend h u n d r e d s ,
even thousands of dollars on
designer clothing, shoes, and
bags? Well, whether your
style is b o h e m i a n chic like
Sienna Miller, sophisticated
and classic like Heidi Klum,
or earthy and h i p like
Michelle Branch, your style
can be found for less. So
where do you start?
First things first, sometimes it is okay to splurge on
key
pieces
for
your
wardrobe, b u t make sure
they are versatile and can be
used with multiple outfits. It
is important to remember
though, items such as a classic Prada black bag and a
Ralph Lauren blazer, which
can r u n you u p to several
hundred dollars each, can be
matched with almost anything in your closet such as
jeans, skirts, or shoes, so
they will be used often and
worth the price. These key
pieces can also be easily^
transformed from your standard day look, to a stylish
night look, a n d not to mention you will be complemented multiple times on
them.
So n o w that you have
those few luxurious pieces in
your closet, h o w do you find
the rest of your outfit for
hundreds of dollars less than

designer prices? One thing
to remember is not to substitute quality for quantity.
S h o p p i n g at less expensive
clothing stores is okay, and
sometimes a great place to
find replicas of designer
looks for less. But remember
to check the quality; you
don't w a n t them to fall apart
after the first time you wear
them. I m p o r t a n t things to
look for in the quality of the
clothing you are b u y i n g are
the fabric a n d the stitching.
Because stores are s h o p p e d
b y h u n d r e d s of people each
day, it is essential to examine
each item carefully looking
for pulls in the fabric, makeu p , or even holes in the material. Make sure you also try
the clothing on; this goes for
everything you buy.

try on the clothing before
you purchase it. Consignment boutiques allow you to
b u y gently used designer
clothing and accessories at a
fraction of their original
prices.
Whether you are looking
for a few fundamental items
to a d d to your closet, or an
entire
new
outfit
or
wardrobe, you can definitely
find it for less in today's
world of fashion. Shopping
at discount or less expensive
stores can give you that designer look you wanted, b u t
allow you to save a lot of
money. Next time you go to
class, work, or out for a fun
night on the town, impress
your friends by looking like
a million bucks, b u t spending a lot less!

Other places to shop for
cheap designer looks is on
the internet and at consignm e n t b o u t i q u e s . Websites
such as bluefly.com offer
significantly reduced prices
from actual designer pieces.
You m i g h t even be lucky
e n o u g h to find that P r a d a
b a g or Ralph Lauren blazer
on a website like bluefly.
Also, the Forever XXI, Old
Navy, a n d H & M stores all
h a v e accessible websites
that allow you to view their
current collections at h o m e
before y o u even enter the
store. As a side note, make
sure y o u review the website's r e t u r n policy, as you
krt campus/ KEVIN SULLIVAN
will obviously not be able to FASHION FINDS: Dress like a
model even with a budget.

Sudoku

by Erica Tibbetts
the sandspur

Everyone has
toyed
a r o u n d with the idea of
being a movie star or a p o p
star, or some other occupation that puts them in front
of a camera with lots of
m o n e y in their back pocket.
Well, now, Rollins students
will have the chance to
jump-start their acting careers. A g r o u p called Camp u s MovieFest is coming to
Rollins in February. CMF is
the world's largest student
film festival. They will provide students with cameras,
laptops, and a creative quest:
create the best five m i n u t e
movie.
CMF has visited campuses all over the world and
the United States. Schools
ranging from St. Andrews in
Scotland, to MIT, to Harvard, have hosted the CMF
program. A n d all sorts of
movies have been created:
comedies, musicals, music
videos, cartoons, dramas,
and documentaries. You create it, find the actors a n d
make it happen. Anyone can
participate and it's a great
w a y to show off creative talent.
O n February 13th, CMF
representatives will be on
c a m p u s to h a n d out digital
cameras and laptops. Students will then be able to
film, edit and produce their
o w n movies. Two Rollins
g r o u p s sponsor the event:
the LEAD Team and the Office of Student Involvement
and Leadership so the event

will be free for students.
Anyone, including Holt and
C r u m m e r students and faculty can participate.
And, of course, there are
prizes. On a date that is TBA,
there will be an awards
night. Everyone from the
Rollins community is going
to be invited out including
the President, deans, faculty,
and members of the community. N o one's going to win
any real Oscars, but there is
a chance at some great prizes
including an iPod shuffle.
The premiere night will be a
full-fledged red carpet event
so get ready to p u t on the
Ritz. There will even be a
best-dressed contest and the
winner will receive round
trip airfare to a destination
of their choice in the United
States.
This is an amazing opportunity to have a lot of
fun, a n d maybe w i n some
prizes while you are at it. So,
gather u p your co-stars, find
yourself a stunt double and a
director, and get to work on
planning and writing your
masterpiece. February, 13 is
the date to remember: Register soon as team slots will fill
u p quick. If you have any
questions you can contact
Yvette Kojic or Thomas Mullet! at tmullett@rollins.edu or
ykojic@rollins.edu. Or visit the
CMF website at www.campusmoviefest.com,
where
you can find out more information, and register your
team. So, get ready for some
show biz!
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LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION: Start writing your screen plays
now!
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The Rollins Take On The Game Of Life
• Intercession
course on homelessness is more
than meets the
eye and pocket!
by Kelly McNoldy
the sandspur

It was 55 degrees on a
chilly Thursday morning.
Morgan Jones, her classmates and her professors
were already out on the
streets by 5:55 a.m. All of her
worldly possessions fit on
her back as Jones tried to
find herself breakfast for that
morning.
"I really felt homeless,"
said Jones. "We hadn't showered, we hadn't eaten and we
had barely slept. We were
just wandering the streets. I
had no place else to go."
Jones had slept at the
Christian Service Center in
downtown
Orlando
Wednesday, January 11 in
participation for her Intercession course "Into the
Streets: Hunger and Homelessness." Jones and her
other classmates knew what
to expect from this course.
"I think a lot of people
were apprehensive about
going into the Parramore
District," said Jones.
This course was different

from many other courses offered at Rollins because it
contained a simulation.
"This was definitely a handson learning experience," said
Jones, "The simulation was
called 'The Game of Life' and
each of us were assigned a
different race from different
social classes and we had to
try to succeed in the game of
life." Each student then had
to go to each station to try to
get their education, shelter
and employment.
"Our nametags were like
codes to the people giving us
our jobs and education," said
Jones. "I was an Asian male
who couldn't speak English,
and while I was filling out
the forms to get an education, I got arrested because I
was loitering."
Jones now finds herself
more sympathetic to immigrants who come to America
and cannot speak English.
"Now that I really know
what it's like," said Jones, "I
can't find myself with that
same close-mindedness that
I had before.
Everyone
comes to America with the
hope of being successful and
I really feel like if they're allowed to be here, then they
should have the same opportunities that everyone else
has. Granted that they're
different and they don't have

as many things as we do,
they're still people and they
still need to be treated like
that."
"I feel that everyone at
Rollins should have an experience like this," said Jones.
"You actually literally put
yourself in the shoes of these
people, interacting face to
face with people you would
never usually give the time
of day to."
Although the class simulated what it was like to be a
minority and a homeless
person in a America, it also
discussed ways that the students could reach out and
stop the issue of homelessness through outside speakers.
"Many things were presented to us," said Jones.
"They're willing to have people come back and volunteer.
A lot talked about the Ripple
Effect."
The Ripple Effect is
when one person does something and it carries on to several other people who carry
it on to even more people,
and so on and so forth.
As for Orlando's participation in helping the homeless, Jones feels that it could
still use some work. "You
hear about the homeless getting arrested and the police
throwing the homeless peo-

ADAM SPAN and ANNIE STEPHENS / into the streets: hunger and homelessness intercession course

pie's ID's in trash-it's hard
enough for a homeless person to get a valid ID, and
here they are being thrown
away," said Jones.
"Orlando could be doing
a lot more. They could be
expanding coalitions and
have more volunteers, but
government officials are
turning blind eye to whole
situation. I know this because if they weren't, then
7,500 people wouldn't be
sleeping in the streets every
night."
As for Jones, she plans

on using the lessons that she
learned from the class and to
not turn a blind eye to the
situation. "I plan on putting
my time in whenever I can,"
said Jones. "Our class is
going back to the homeless
shelter to play with the children there, because they
rarely ever get any visitors. I
-want to spread awareness by
telling my friends and family about my experience and
how life-changing it was and
how people can really impact others lives in a positive
way."
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Visit Disne

> costumed cnaraciers.
more information.

DISNEY ANIMATED CHARACTER LOOKALIKE OPEN CALL

Tuesday, January 31, 2006
9 A.M. or 7 RM.
Disney '$ Animal Kingdom® Rehearsal Facility
3271 Sherberth Road Kissimmee, FL

CO
40X828.1000
Disney. Where Imagination Works.
EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • ©Disney
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Winter Park Community Events
Picnic and
Rollins And The Winter
Popcorn Flick
Park Community

p.m., just after sundown.
Guests are encouraged to
bring blankets, chairs, and
picnics to the park, in order
to enjoy their movie experience to the fullest.
Just for future reference,
by Kelly McNoldy
if it happens to rain the night
the sandspur
of the film, it will be shown
Thursday evenings on the next week at the same
Park Avenue are getting time.
pretty eventful. Now, in adEnjoy
the
show!
dition to weekly "Park Ave
Thursday's," the second
Thursday of every month
will feature Popcorn Flicks in
the Park.
Free popcorn and a
movie will be available
at Central Park the second Thursday of every
month; except for February and March, thanks to
both the city of Winter
Park government and the
Enzian.
February's flick will
take place next Thursday,
February 2, to coincide
with the United Arts ArtFest. March's movie will be
on Tuesday, March 28, to coincide with the Florida Film
Festival.
The movies will start at 7

• Free evening
entertainment in
walking distance
of campus.

Florida Hospital Lady Track Shack 5k
January 29, 7:30 a.m., at Mead Garden. Aim: To Benefit the Cancer Screening Program through the Florida Hospital Cancer Institute. Contact 407-898-1313 for more
information.

Saturday, April 8, 2006, 6 p.m., Celebrating the fifth annual Dinner on the Avenue
event. Cost: $80 per table, but only the table, white-linen tablecloth, and chairs are
provided. Prizes will be awarded to the most creative group for decor in categories
including "most creative", "most patriotic," "most elegant," and "most original."
The dish of the evening, however, is up to group. So, pot hick dinner or hiring a local
caterer is suggested. Sign up immediately to ensure a table by contacting 407-5993434 or visit www.cityofwinterpark.org.

Since November, retailers on Park Avenue have been sponsoring a special shopping
evening (6-9 p.m.)where consumers can enjoy street musicians who are located at
various points around the avenue, and this is along with wine or beverages in over
30 boutiques. This is in addition to a wide range of discounts offered for this eve,
in both stores and restaurants. This of particular interest to Rollins students sii
the stores will remain open late on these evenings (until 9 p.m.) to apprecia
benefit. For more information, please contact 407-647-9372.

.'.,'7

:

;

Running from January 7~April 1, 2006, students from the Crealde* School of P
ramies and Sculpture Department are featuring 3D art at the Crealde' School,
ed two miles west of the Rollins campus on Aloma Avenue, Go to www.creal
for more isifbimsitbiiu

How To Think More Clearly
Of particular importance
to students, he explains,
studies have shown that
clear thinking reaches its full
potential during the afternoon for young people. The
education you are receiving
right now is actually having
by Kelsey Field
a positive impact on creativthe sandspur ity, so take advantage of
As the second semester those ideas and find some
comes to an unwanted start, time to partake in your famany students are sure to vorite hobby.
The next important step
have their minds float away
from the rigors of the class- to thinking clearly is making
room, and to more interest- sure you write things down,
ing topics, such as the beach, because that is the number
spring break or for all those one memory aid that will
seniors that upcoming grad- come in handy during the
uation. As time dwindles stressful week of exams.
In order to keep your
away and midterms and finals creep forward, both body going, enjoy that cup
managing your time and of coffee. Research shows
keeping focused are going to that the amount of caffeine
be pillars to a student's suc- in a single cup of coffee can
actually improve concentracess.
According to James tion, but beware if you are
Thornton, the author of "The prone to anxiety — you are
Brain Yields its Secrets/7 best to stick with a nice cup
keeping your thoughts clear of tea.
In order to remember all
can be done in 15 simple
those new facts, try to relate
steps.

• One week into
class and everyone is already
staring out the
window...

them to something you have
already learned, and once
you have learned it, keep
studying it. According to
some studies, learning and
repeatedly practicing new
skills appears to change the
brain's internal organization.
Make sure you give those
thoughts a chance to become
ideas, because you never
know what absurd idea
might bring you an A on
your next paper.
Thornton also recommends that you study a topic
that interests you and keeps
your brain ticking, and surround yourself with other
intellectuals who will bring
interesting conversations to
the table.
Allow your creativity to
be used on a multi-level and
in different experiences-the
"pull-tab" top to soda cans
was originally based on peeling a banana. The oh-so-difficult task of concentration is
also key to clear thinking;
many of those key facts that
you might have missed dur-

ing that killer
8 a.m. class
pBobably
passed you by
not because of
your memory,
but because
you were staring at the piece
of lint on your
n e i g h b o r 's
shoulder.
In order to
increase concentration and
brain activity
while studyDENNIS BALOUGH / KRT Campus
ing at home,
CAFFEINE
FIX:
More
ways
to concentrate
most experts
recommend playing classical oxygen and nutrients that
music such as Mozart in the promote brain cell growth.
Finally, Thornton states
background.
that
the key to clear thinkMake sure that you get
ing:
End
distractions. A bit
in some exercise, as it not
perhaps,
but
only works out the body but obvious
branching
out
never
hurt
also the mind. An increasing
number of researches believe anyone. Try studying in a
that aerobic workouts can in- local coffee house if your
crease everything from your dorm is too distracting but
school performance to nerve you need the occasional jolt
conduction velocity, which of Java, or perhaps the lithey believe results from brary.
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The Fox!
Dear Fox,
I started seeing
a guy in the area
about a month ago
and we got along
really well. We
have only gone on
a few dates so far,
but
then
he
brought u p the
subject of starting
a relationship.
Within a couple of days he said
he was really into
me. He went on to
say
that
how
amazed h o w easily we were able to
trust each other
and wanted to
make this work. At
first, I told him I
really liked him
but I wasn't ready
for a relationship
yet because I wanted to get to k n o w
him more.
He seemed okay with
that. We just kept going on
dates, b u t n o w I think
maybe he thinks I blew h i m
off a n d it's m a d e h i m not
care about m e a n y m o r e or
even want any contact w i t h
me. Just out of n o w h e r e h e
stopped remrning my calls.
Did I do something really wrong?

~ Trust Wary
Dear Wary,
Absolutely, not! Getting
to k n o w someone before
jumping into a.relationship
is always a good idea, and a
few dates does not necessarily sound like enough time
to do that. Your g u y probably just feels rejected. H e
may think he is wasting his
time pursuing a girl w h o is
"just not that into him."
Your best bet is to be

honest with him. Explain
that your effort to slow
things d o w n was not an attempt to let him d o w n easy.
You like spending time with
him and see relationship potential.
Hopefully the clarification will be enough to sooth
his ego a n d reignite his interest. If he was genuine
w h e n he expressed his desire to "make things work,"
then he should feel relieved
a n d ready to get things
moving again.
*
If his response is less enthusiastic, then obviously he
is not willing to p u t in the
time to get to know you better before starting a relationship.
In that case, he is probably not the best person to
devote your time towards
anyway. Either way, at least
you will be able to end both
the one-sided presumptions
a n d uncertainties about his
intentions.

The Fox returns to answer
this weeks social and re]ationship questions from
Rollins students. If you have
any questions that you
would like The Fox, to answer, then send an email to
fox@thesandspur.ora
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~}av\\Aar\^\ Nations
&reak-\Ap Montfi
tine has set in, people tend to tionship d u r i n g December.
reevaluate w h a t they w a n t For example, a very shallow
out of the n e w year. Hence reason to remain in a relaw e have N e w Year's resolu- tionship is the most basic
tions. Which can lead to an materialistic one: better
evaluation of one's current Christmas presents from a
relationship. A n d if you person one is in a relationwere waiting to b r e a k u p ship with.
by Karina McCabe
until now, you still h a v e the
More likely, though, rethe sandspur time to have a date for Valenlationships end following
this period because it allows
Does a "Merry Christ- tine's Day."
partners to see one another
This
does
not
m
e
a
n
that
mas, sweetheart!" card ensure an "I love you, baby!" the relationship w o u l d nec- in a different light. People
card for Valentine's Day? In essarily be d o o m e d u n d e r act differently w h e n p u t in
circumstances n e w situations, particularly
this fast-paced culture, there normal
appears to be a trend to- (those, of c o u r s e / b e i n g the the higher number of parties
wards people becoming rap- less notoriously romantic, will account for abundant alidly accustomed to shedding materialistic holidays of the cohol, and possibly cause
partners to see an unexpectrelationships in the immedi- year).
However, as Pepper ed, and undesirable, side of
ate post-holiday period just
Schwartz,
a professor of soci- the other. Such different perin time for the next holiday.
So, w h a t h a p p e n s in the ology specializing in the sonas can quickly cause
period between the mistletoe study of relationships at the doubts.
However, keeping in line
and pink hearts? Judging by University of Washington
this trend, speculation sug- says in a recent interview with the notoriously materigests January is the biggest with the Orlando Sentinel, "I alistic sentiment towards
think w h a t it speaks to is holidays in this culture is the
national break u p month.
For
those
fortunate that romance has its practical element of romance. Here, a
enough to have met a special and even Machiavellian and person can simply be considsomeone early in the holiday manipulative nature. People ered a material object, such
season, thereby landing a look out for their o w n wel- as something to kiss on New
guaranteed date to holiday fare, and they'll d o things Years Eve and then discard
functions and celebrations that make it easier for them." as soon as the timing is right.
In this case, h a v i n g this
The timing here occurs
with family and friends,
"guaranteed"
date
for
holibefore the love-hate sentithere simply m a y not be
e n o u g h interest to pull the day gatherings is b o t h prac- ment towards Valentine's
relationship through this pe- tical a n d manipulative. By Day kicks in. If the person is
taking this date t o special simply a material item to
riod.
Conversely, while the ro- events, it implies that there is cart around holiday events
mantic spirit of the holiday a greater d e p t h to the rela- in an attempt to elevate one's
season m a y have perpetuat-. tionship. Additionally, it en- o w n status or to alleviate
ed a stale relationship, the ables people to pass through feelings of loneliness, then it
onset of a n e w year brings this typically difficult time of is hardly likely that one can
this
pretense
the idea of a fresh start and, year without h a v i n g to face maintain
perhaps, a new relationship. the loneliness experienced t h r o u g h to last another materialistic, romance-orientatAs one Rollins junior, by so many.
Arial Harrington, says, "JanW h y is it this holiday in ed holiday.
u a r y is the start of the n e w particular?
Hence, January becomes
year...the beginning of n e w
Perhaps, the succession the break u p month.
possibilities. N o w that the of several holidays in a r o w
holidays are over and rou- tends to keep alive a rela-

• Can relationships withstand
the test of modern materialistic
sentiment?

NATIO
HEARST

MONTH
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LIFE & TIMES

ABROAD

If New York Never
Sleeps, Then Hong
Kong Never Even Blinks
• One student
details her early
enchantment with
her study abroad
experience.
by C o r a H a r d i n
the sandspur

THE SANDSPUR

From Jetsetters to
backpackers
,..or simply for those wfio Me to read
about the wordly adventures of our
Rollins peers. This semester, the Life &
Times section returns witfi further tales
of the travels of Rollins students
abroad,
This semester's travels will include the
escapades of Corattardm,'07, in Hong
Kong, av\d a sprmq break section.
If you would \\fce to submit any pictures or )ourv\als of your own adventures, please send them to:

My name is Cora Hardin
and I am a senior at Rollins
College who is abroad for a
semester in Hong Kong, the
new love of my life. I conCORA HARDIN / the sandspur
stantly run around in a state OVER-ADVERTISING: This bustling street in Hong Kong
of amazement because every shows little more than advertising and consumers.
little thing is different.
obtaining a Visa to the main- ally been excited about tryfeatures@tfie5andspur.org
I can't bare to sit in my land.
ing. Exams are worth about
room for longer than a few
Even just walking to class 70 percent, and other than classes is a living cultural week and then I have a few
minutes because I have such is a challenge because Hong that there is a lot of self-study, study in itself. Take, for ex- days off during which I plan
ample, my Government & to travel around. Then I'll be
an urge to go and experience Kong BapPolitics of the U.S. class, dur- back to tell you more about
all that this, city has to offer. tist Univering which it is constantly living and studying in Hong
There are Buddhist temples, sity is comhighlighted
that 'the West' Kong, which is just getting
street markets, mega-malls, posed
of
and 'democracy' are a partic- better from day to day. You'll
great nightlife (I heard a three sepaular
concept, not the norm.
also read more about my atworld-class DJ, Joey Negro, rate
camtempt to
I
during one of my first week- puses, yet I
l e a r n
s
u
g
g
e
s
t
ends out!), numerous day- have backM a n everyone
trip and hiking possibilities, to-back lecdarin,
go and
and so and so on.
tures locatwhich
is,
s
t
u
d
y
As a much-used quote ed at oppoby far, the
abroad,
states: If New York never site ends.
hardest
because
sleeps, Hong Kong never I'm slowly
thing
I
it
is
so
even blinks. It really is quite a getting quite good at dodg- which is to result in one large
have ever
drastic change from quiet, ing through a stream of peo- paper or presentation at the very inattemptteresting
suburban, Winter Park.
pie, crossing two intersec end of the semester. I abed.
be
Everysolutely love the approach, to
able
to
Saything is tiny
as I think it fosters indelook
at
ing even
pendence, and, moreover,
and everyo
n
e
s
e
l
f
the simallows me to see so much
thing
in such a
plest
senmore of the city because I do
huge,
light.
tence usunot need to do tedious
the
ally
reF
e
s
homework assignments! I
hand,
sults
in
tivities'
couldn't ask for more!
room
my roomThe classes themselves for the
miniature
in a t e
Chinese
so far are quite fascinating,
version of
laughing
CORA HARDIN / the sandspur
I both because of the wide N e w
what I exhysterical-Year,
inIDEAL
BEAUTY:
At
the
temple
of
the
availability of topics to
pected, and
ly, but that
choose from and the fact eluding a 10,000 Buddhas at Sha Tin.
my
feet
big parade and fantastic fire- is ok, I have five whole
CORA HARDIN / The Sandspur that just sitting in these
hang off the
works, are coming up next months to learn.
end of the UK INFLUENCE: Double-decker busses and
bed, yet on British-style buildings abound in Hong Kong.
the other hand it is located on tions without getting hit by
the 15th floor of one of the 20- one of the insane cab drivers,
something story dorms, with which, as I tend to forget,
a stunning view of the Hong drive on the side I do not look
Kong skyline. The three ele- to first, only to take two elevators I can use to get up vators, pushing the 'close'
there are zoned. I found this button frantically, and then fiout the hard way by taking nally making it to class,
the wrong one during the lee- breathing heavily, but oh-sotures-rush-hour, only to get happy still to be alive,
stuck on a floor I did not
Each class is held only
want to be on, and without once a week, but lasts three
any possibility of getting to hours. Some days I am comthe right place, apart from pletely free, while other days
trekking up uncountable sto- I sit for six hours in a row,
ries.
straight through lunch. My
The university is one of classes are surprisingly small,
the most organized entities I with about 15 people somehave ever encountered. In times, and then others are lecCORA HARDIN / the sandspur
fact, applying for my gym tures of at most 60 people,
BLINDED
BY
GOLD:
Golden
Buddhas
sit
atop
a
hill
overseeing
the
city
of
Hong
Kong.
card was a bigger ordeal than which is the format I have re-
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TARS SPORTS CALENDAR

5:30PM

W. BASKETBALL@ ST LEO

7:30PM

MENS TENNIS VS UCF

IPM

6oort(S

SPORTS@THESANDSPUR.ORG

Pennie Parker Named Athletic Director
by Erica Tibbetts
the sandspur

Do you ever w o n d e r
h o w basketball games are
organized, w h o ' s in charge
of hiring n e w coaches, h o w
the soccer team gets a bus for
away games, h o w athletic
events are coordinated a n d
planned or w h o makes sure
all Rollins athletes are following the "rules"?
Well, the answer is simple the Athletic Director
(sorry, Director of Athletics,
as the position h a s been recently renamed) is in charge
of all of that. A n d , "who is
this 'Director of Athletics"?
you may ask.
As of Wednesday the
17th, Rollins DA is Pennie
Parker, a University of Georgia grad, w h o h a s w o r k e d
her w a y u p t h r o u g h the
ranks and served at a variety
of different schools, to eventually end u p as t o p d o g of
Rollins Athletics.
It's n o easy task. From
making sure all athletes (in
21 different programs) comply with N C A A s t a n d a r d s
and regulations, to being a liaison between coaches, students, trainers, faculty, a n d
the community and a whole,

the Director of Athletics is a
busy person.
Until last July, Parker
was the assistant athletic director, u n d e r Phil Roach.
A n d from July until last
week, she was the "interim"
director of athletics (meaning she basically took care of
both jobs). Now, she is in
charge, and h a s to begin the
search for a n e w asst. As she
takes the helm, Parker is
pretty confident that there
will be n o unexpected surprises or changes. She's been
at Rollins for over 3 years,
and has been w o r k i n g w i t h
athletics p r o g r a m s since she
g r a d u a t e d for UG. Over her
career she has been involved
with compliance at UG, Jacksonville University
and
Florida State.
A l t h o u g h our n e w Director of Athletics admits to
not having played a varsity
sport in college, she says
she's always been a fan, a n d
that not having played a
sport is actually beneficial.
She says this helps her stay
unbiased t o w a r d s any program or team. A n d , like any
fan, she can appreciate all
the aspects of a sport, from
practice, to mental preparation, to the actual competi-

tion. At Rollins, Parker admires the dedication a n d
commitment displayed by
all of the athletes, a n d their
ability to balance schoolwork a n d athletics. She also
says that the experience all
the coaches have helps make
her job easier. M a n y of the
coaches have been at Rollins
for 15 or 20 years, m e a n i n g
they have strong p r o g r a m s ,
regulations, a n d m e t h o d s
that are tried and tested. Due
to this mix of dedicated athletes and experienced coaches, Rollins is recognized as a
model for other division 2
schools.
N o w that she's in charge,
Parker says there won't be
any sweeping changes, b u t
she notes that she will continue to try to improve fan
turnout at all athletic events.
Although there is no guaranteed w a y to increase s u p port, w i n n i n g always helps,
and so far this year the Tars
have been doing a decent
a m o u n t of winning. The
w o m e n ' s basketball team is
still undefeated, a n d if they
continue that streak, crowds
are b o u n d to continue growing. Show your s u p p o r t for
the Tars by coming out to
next week basketball games,

Courtesy of Rollins College Sports Information Desk

Parker Takes C o m m a n d : Parker named new athletic director
six months after former director retired.

a n d cheering on our tennis,
Softball, baseball, golf, crew,
a n d s w i m m i n g teams as
they compete this spring.
A n d , the next time
you're admiring h o w well

the athletic p r o g r a m s at
Rollins
keep
working
smoothly and soundly, spare
a thought for our n e w director of athletics.

Duke Blows Tennessee out of the Water
by K e n T y s i a c
krt campus

Twenty-two points and a
lot of speed a n d quickness
was the difference between
No.2 a n d N o . l in women's
basketball on Monday mght.
Second-ranked Duke's Lindsey Harding, Wanisha Smith
and Monique Currie ran cir-

ROLLINS

cles a r o u n d top-ranked Tennessee in a 75-53 defeat that
stunned even Duke coach
Gail
Goestenkors
at
Cameron Indoor Stadium. "I
thought it would go down to
the wire," Goestenkors said.
Not a chance. Harding, the
point guard w h o missed all
of last season because of a violation of team rules, domi-

nated. H a r d i n g scored 15
points to lead Duke and h a d
eight steals, one short of the
school record. She pressured
the ball so doggedly that
Tennessee g u a r d Shanna
Zolman seemed reluctant to
even cross midcourt late in
the second half. While dribbling,
Zolman
timidly
turned her back, stumbled

§

Classes held in the Alfond Sports Center Room 139
Available to the first 20 students and staff who sign up
Yoc
Pile
Abs w
FLEXIE
Strenc.
Yoga'

r

vJIV

fitness is a division of Roiiins Intramural Spo\

a n d lost control of the ball.
H a r d i n g picked it u p , raced
to the other e n d for a l a y u p
a n d w a s fouled. Duke,
which m a d e 16 of its first 19
second-half field goal attempts, led 67-46,after the
three-point play. Tennessee
(18-1) w a s finished. "We
were defeated," said Tennessee g u a r d Alexis Hornbuckle. "You could see it in
certain Tennessee players as
a whole. We lost our swagger." It w a s Tennessee's
largest m a r g i n of defeat
since a 79-56 loss to Connecticut in the 2002 N C A A
semifinals. Redshirt freshm a n forward Candace Parker m a d e some breathtaking,
high-flying plays in the lane
and led all scorers with 17
points, b u t also committed
seven turnovers.
Currie
scored 13, Mistie Williams 10
a n d Smith a d d e d six assists
for Duke (19-0). W h e n
Duke's starters went to the
bench, the Blue Devils' reserves were just as effective,
outscoring Tennessee's backu p s 30-9. Emily Waner a n d
Chante Black each scored 10

points off the bench, continuing to fuel Duke's furious
pace. "I was pushing it as fast
as I could," H a r d i n g said.
"Our wings were getting out
and our posts were r u n n i n g
the floor. We h a d so m u c h
depth, we were able to keep
going and going and going."
W h e n they did, the Blue
Devils crushed one of the nation's t o p teams and legendary coach Pat Summitt in
front of a sold-out crowd of
9,314 in an ESPN2 "Big Monday" game. Duke will need
to prove itself once more on
ESPN2 on Sunday, w h e n
third-ranked North Carolina
(18-0) visits Cameron. But
Monday's accomplishment
against one of the greatest
women's programs won't
soon be forgotten.
"They're
Tennessee,"
H a r d i n g said. "They have
great tradition a n d great
heart. I expected them to
come back."
They didn't a n d couldn't, because Duke was quicker a n d determined to build
on its o w n growing tradition.
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Sunday Surprise Sends Steelers
and Seahawks to Superbowl
• Pittsburgh and
Seattle win their
conferences, off to
the Superbowl.
by Lara B u e s o
the sandspur

The Superbowl is on its
way. February 5 is only a
week and a half from now
(as I'm sure you know). So,
who's it going to be? Which
of the NFL's 32 teams will
carry away the coveted trophy? A couple of weeks ago
my money would have been
on the Colts, or maybe the
Patriots (quarterback Tom
Brady was undefeated in
playoff fames), or the Falcons. If someone had told
me it would be the Steelers
and the Seahawks I would
have been a little skeptical,
to say the least.
Look at the facts: the
Steelers finished the regular
season second in their division with a record of 11-5.
They would have to be the
first team since 1985 to win
three road games to reach
the championship game.
And they would have to
beat this year's golden boys:
the 14-2 Colts, with a quarterback just two years out of
college.
The Seahawks were a little bit less of a stretch, but
their road to Detroit wasn't
much easier. They finished
first in their division and
faced the Redskins last week
in a tough match, winning
20-10. Over the past two
weeks though, both teams
proved they deserve to be in
the playoffs and in the Superbowl. Who gave the
Steelers a chance against the
Colts? The game should
have been over numerous
times.
Pittsburgh was up 21-10
with 5 minutes on the clock.
Peyton Manning threw a
rare interception that turned
out not to be an interception.
Then, he went on to throw a
touch down pass to Reggie
James before converting the
two point try to Edggerin
James.
The Steelers (mainly
Jerome Bettis) should have
put the game away with
minutes left on the clock.
But then a fumble put the
Colts back in the driver's
seat.
Only a last ditch effort
by Roethlisberger stopped
Nick Harper from running
the ball all the way back.
Then, :he Colts' super
accurate field goal kicker

DEAN RUTZ / KRT Campus

DECLAWING THE PANTHERS: Seattle Seahawks running back Shaun Alexander (37) gains six yards on the Carolina Panthers
in the first half of the NFC Championships. The Seahawks beat the Panthers 34-13 on Sunday, Jan. 22.

Mike Venderjagt missed
from 46 yards. Well, he didn't just miss,, he shanked it
way right, way, way to the
right. So, the Steelers ended
up with two road wins in a
row, and readied themselves
for the red hot Denver Broncos. The game started off
close... 0-0, but then the
Steelers took off.
An early field goal put
Pittsburgh up 3-0, then Denver fumbled and Roethlisberger took only 5 plays to
find Cedric Wilson in the
endzone. The Broncos made
a brief show of effort, scoring a field goal in the sixth
minute of the second quarter.
But, it was just not to be
and the Steelers effectively
won the game with a 14
play, seven and a half
minute scoring drive. The
Broncos made another surge
in the second half, scoring a
touchdown after having a
crucial kick off play overturned.
However, once again,
the Steelers quashed the rebellion and ended up winning the game 34-17. Not
much excitement in this one.
The Seahawks were
dominant in their match,
dispatching the Panthers 3414, and clinching their first

(yes, first) Superbowl berth
EVER.
Seattle drew first blood,
with 5:36 left in the first
quarter. Quarterback Matt
Hasselbeck found Stevens
from 17 yards.
But, it wasn't Hasselbeck, or star running back
Shaun Alexander who really
won the game for the Sea-

They gave up only 62
yards and three first downs
in the first half. Not bad. The
second half went much the
same way. Seattle won 34-14,
and the closest Carolina ever
came to posing a threat was
a 10 point deficit in the third
quarter. Carolina was a little
short handed going in to the
game, with top running

DeShaun Foster on the injured list and it didn't help
matters when Nick Goings
went out in the first quarter.
So, heading into the Superbowl, America is rooting
for one of two teams, the
wildcard Steelers or the first
time Seahawks. Tune in on
February 5 to find out who
it's going to be.

CLASSIFIEDS
Money For College
The Army is currently offering sizeable bonuses of up to $20,000. In addition to the cash
bonuses, you may qualify for up to $70,000 for college through the Montgomery GI Bill
and Army College Fund. Or you could pay back up to $65,000 of qualifying student loans
through the Army's Loan Repayment Program. To find out more, call (407) 671-6041.

Sandspur Sports Editor
Are you interested in sports, good with computers and want a non-work-study position
on campus? Join the only student organization that pays its members. To find out more,
email editor@thesandspur.org or come to a Tuesday meeting at 6:30 P.M. on the third floor
of the Mills Building.

Photographers and Digital Graphic Artists Needed
The Sandspur is looking for new photographers and students handy with Photoshop to
work as photojournalists and graphic artists. All skills and levels needed. Training is
available. To find out more, email editor@thesandspur.org or come to a Tuesday meeting
at 6:30 P.M. on the third floor of the Mills Bunding.

Would you like to place an announcement or classified?
Call (407) 646-2696 or e-mail advertising@thesandspur.org,
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Women's Basketball Gives Rollins
Reason to Brag This Season
there are only nine teams in
the whole country that are
ranked above our very own
Rollins College Tars.
This year's team is a mix
of experience and youth,
three point shooters and inside players, and recently
by Erica Tibbetts
they just can't miss.
the sandspur
The closest any oppoSo, you think you know nent has come is four points,
what Rollins is all about, the Tars have never had to
right? We're a small school. go to overtime to win, and
We're pretty smart, pretty most of their matches are decided by 12 or more points.
rich and pretty preppy.
Are
they good or what?
We're not a power house
Well,
on Saturday the
when it comes to athletics,
we don't even have a football Tars faced their stiffest conteam, and, apart from the oc- ference competition, the
casional golf national title, Lynn University Knights,
we don't win much. Right? who, until Saturday, were
tied for first with the Tars.
Wrong.
The game was close for
Rollins has a pretty
the
first
eight minutes or so,
strong athletic program no
matter how you look at it, but then the Tars turned on
and recently, our woman's the talent and stretched their
basketball team has been on lead to 32-16 with five minutes left in the half. On the
the rampage.
The season started in way to the lead Larissa McNovember, and for the last Donough scored three long
two and a half months the range shots in a span of 60
Lady Tars have been unde- seconds. Throughout the
game she amassed 23 points,
feated.
At the beginning of the the highest total of the game.
At halftime the score was
week they were 13-0 overall,
5-0 in conference play. What stacked in Rollins' favor 41does that mean? Well, the 23. The Knights would have
Tars are currently ranked trouble coming back. The
first in the Sunshine State Tars never wavered, and by
Conference, and 10th in the the end of the night they
NATION. Yep, that's right, were ahead by 30, winning

• The Tars are
ranked 10th in the
nation and first in
the State
Conference.

the game 80-50.
It seemed like
the Rollins women
couldn't miss; they
scored 77 percent of
their three point
shots and were 44
percent
overall
from the field.
On Wednesday,
Jan. 18, they traveled to Tampa to
take on the Spartans. The Tars started off red hot, going
up 13-8 in the first 5
minutes, but faltered a little as the
home team went on
a 6-1 run.
The
game
stayed close, with
only a basket separating the two
teams, until the 11th
minute. Then the
Tars went on a 25-13
run to win the game
71-58.
The Tars then
traveled to Barry to
take on the Bucs.
The game was a little tighter than the
Tars have grown accustomed to, their
opponents
were
within six points
midway
through
the second half. But,
Rollins was u p to
the challenge, and
ended the night
with a 76-60 win.
SO, What does

Courtesy of RCSID

all this week's w i n - READY TO SCORE: Junior Larissa McDonough scored 23 points for the
nine mean? Well the ^-a^ ^ars in their game against Lynn's University Knights.

Tars are now 15-0 (7-0) in g a m e s to open their season.
conference play. That's a ^ o n e So I t h i n k o u r
school record. No other
'
athletic
women's basketball team in program has earned a little
the history of the program respect. Show your respect
has ever won 15 straight a n d s u P P o r t f o r t h e LadY

C A M P U S
Friday Jan 27
R-Friday Darden Lounge - 7:30a
Sat Jan 28

Sun Jan 29

M o n Jan 3 0

Tues Jan 31

Tars as they continue their
winning streak on Saturday,
Jan. 28 at 2 p.m. against
Nova Southeastern, at our
very own Alfond Sports
Center. GO TARS!

EVENTS
Wed Feb 01
Wellness Fair
McKean Gym
10a-2p
Duncan's Open
Hours:
Darden Lounge
12:30p-1:45p
CSS Breezeway
5:30p-6:45p

COURTESY of RC SID

TAKING A SHOT: Senior Sally Johnston goes for a shot as a
Flagler girl tries to block her. The Tars won 67-33.

WWW.THESANDSPUR.ORG

ThursFeb02
Rollins CEO
Power Dinner
Crummer Basement Lounge
5:15p-6:15p

